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--Afternoon, January 14, 19'78
- Ledger -8c Times




Kentuckians braced for more winter
weather today as mild snow flurries
and temperatures in the teens were
predicted for the weekend.
Snow slowed traffic and kept most
Kentucky schools closed Friday, and
apparently inspired an escape attempt
at the State Reformatory.
Kentuckiaaa dug out from under a
snowfall that ranged from 3 and 4 in-
ches in the north and west to one-half
foot or more in the eastern mountains




WAVERLY, Mimi. ( AP) - Sen.
Hubert Horatio`Humphrey, the "happy
warrior" who championed the nation's
liberal causes for nearly three decades,
has died after a long battle against
inoperable cancer.
Humphrey died  at 9:25' p.m. CST
Friday- as he lay'in a &dna at his
lakeside home here, about 40 miles west
of Minneapolis. He was 66.
"The Senator was comfortable
throughout and he suffered no pain,"
said David Gartner, a Humphrey aide
who announced the death to about three
dozen reporters gathered outside the
home.
At his bedside when Ituniphrey died
were his wife of 41 yeais;Marie1.-tbeir- SOwders.
three. sons,. Hula.e.rt Bobert and
Douglas, and their daughtiancy-
Solomonson.
President Carter sent Air Force One
to pick up the Democratic senator's
body and return it to Washington today
to lie in state in the Capitol.
His body will be returned to Mm -
See HUMPHREY,
, Page.12, Column 6
today's index
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Cloudy with occasional light snow
today and tonight. Little if any
accumulation today. Highs in the
mid 20s. Lows tonight in the
teens. Mostly .cleudy Sunday.
Highs in the low 20s. Chances of
measurable precipitation are 40
percent today, 20 percent tonight.
•
More snow was predicted today and
Sunday with lows in the teens and highs
in the 20s. The National Weather Ser-
vice predictedsnow accumulations
would be less than an inch.
Traffic moved shly but steadily on
major highways Friday, but school
officials didn't want to risk busloads of
children on the back roads, which
stayed icy and snow-covered in most
areas. -
Two tractor-trailer trucks left
Interstate 65, one in Warren Cowityand
one in Hart County, and another truck
jackknifed on Kentucky 259 at Rhoda in
Edmonson County, state police said.
----Ncine of Thedrivers-wereinlured.:=2.-•-•
Near Henderson, a truck loaded with
liquid propane gas overturned on a
narrow rural road and blocked traffic
most of the day. A state police
dispatcher at the Henderson post said
that none of the oil spilled and the truck
was removed without incident.
No major accidents or serious delays
were reported, but police in Louisville
and elsewhere reported more "fender-
benders" than usual as ice, snow and
slush toned commuting into a slow-
moving game of bumper-cars.
Also up before dawn Friday- were
three inmates at the Kentucky State
Reformatorcat La-Grange, who tried
• Ter-list-the new-fallen snowas cover for
an escape attempt.-
Draping themselves witti white
sheets, the three crawled across the
snow-covered prison yard and cut
through a wire fence before they were
spotted by a tower _ gaud, _said
*reformatory Superintendent Dewey
During the' day, said State _Police
Dispatcher Steve Case at Frankfort,
the state's four-lane highways had at
least one lane each way that was "wet
to slushy," though passing lanes were
still snow covered in many areas.
Snow flurries dusted southeastern






Dark fired tobacco averaged 041.38
per hundredweight on the opening day
of January leaf sales in Murray
Wednesday.
Tobacco officials cancelled sales in
Mayfield Thursday due to snowy
weather, according to a spokesman for
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
With 335,622 pounds sold in Murray's
two floors, the top basket went for $152
per hundredweight.
The Murray market opened last year
at $132.17 per hundredweight. Both
Murray and Mayfield markets last year
averaged $130.43.
Up to 350,000 is expected to be ready
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EFFORTLESS SLEDDING — These kids got a chance this week at effortless sledding. They
 are pictured here roun-
ding the corner of 8th Street and Sharpe Street in Murray, towed by a four wheel drive 
vehicle. School children have
been away from school two days this week after a snowstorm Thursday blanketed the 
area with up to six inches. A
few fluries are predicted this week .,nd as primary highways are beginning to dear. 
Secondary roads, however, are
hazardous. • staii Photo by Lowell Atchley
Assembly Winds Up 2nd Week
8 'Housecleaning' Bilis -Passed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - While tlie-
Kentucky General Assembly wound up-
.its second week with its busiest work
—dsy yet; most of the eightbills passed
by the House and Senate were
housecleaning measures.
However, the House did pass a bill
Friday aimed at giving some people
injured in an automobile accident more
benefits under Kentucky's no-fault
insurance law and a bill to provide
continuing education-for dental
hygienists.
The no-fault measure would provide
that an insurance company could not
substitute, or subrogate, any money
awarded one of its policy holders
through a civil suit for part of its
payment until the injured person had
been fully compensaltd for alkmedical
costs resulting from tEe accident.
Under the ,no-fault law, a person
collects from his -own insurance
company for medical costs resulting
from an accident, regardless of which
driver is at fault. After medical costs
reach a certain amount, the person can
then sue the other driver. -
Rep. Bobby Richardson. 13-Glasgow.,
sponsor of the bill, said insurance
companies often take a large portion of
any court award to reimburse their
payment to a policy holder.
The billl,which passed 73-7, was one
of four bills passed by the House on the
busiest day to date in the 1978 session.
The Senate also adopted four
educational housecleaning bills before
adjourning, along with the House, for a
three-day weekend.
From A Possum To A Water District...
*1 I
-
FORMER MAYOR — Cy Miller, former mayor of Hazel, poses for a picture
on the street of the town he served for 45 years on the city council and as
mayor. Miller ended his sixth year as Hazel mayor in December. His ex-
periences running the town of about 550 ranged from retrieving a 'possum
from a yard to working V.ith creation of a new water district.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
• Monday is a legislative holiday





The House passed two bills to rein-
state measures inadvertently repealed
Dec. 31 under implementation of the
judicial article. The bills reinstate the
requirement for surety bonds for
county court clerks and the provisions
for redistricting magisterial districts.
The House also passed 76-9 a bill to
establish a continuing education
program for dental hygienists and to
require them to pass the course as a
prerequisite for license renewal.
The four bills approved unanimously
by the Senate were aimed at removing
outdated laws from the books and were
the result of the work of an interim
revision committee mandated by the
1976 legislature.
"We're doing something the General-
Assembly should be doing more of -
getting rid of some outdated laws
rather than adding more to the books,
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Covington,
said. ., ......
Prior to Friday's session, the




Murray State Ilhiversity has been
awarded a $3,972 grant by the Kentucky
- Humanities Council -to conduct
conference entitled "Community
Rights and Pornography" on Thursdity ---
Feb. 9.
The conference, scheduled frorn_12:30
to 5 p.m. in Room 208 of Faculty Hall on
the campus, is sponsored by the Center
for Applied Research of the Depart-
ment , of Speech and Theatre in
cooperation with the College of
. Creative Expression.
Open to the public at no charge, the
session is designed to serve as a forum
for the presentation of a broad range of
opinions and points of view through
dramatizations. debaLes.,a ,simulated
trial, several speakers, and a question-
and-a nswer period.
Dr. Jerry May9 and Dr. James
Booth, faculty" members in the
Department of Speech and Theatre, are
co-directors of the grant and coor-
dinators of the conference.
Mayes sidd the conference will
examine several of the significant
issues related to the pornography
controversy, particularly the right of
communities to set standards for
regulation of the display and sale of
pornographic or obscene materials.
"Neither the Kentucky Humanities
Council nor Murray State will endorse
any position on the question," he added., -
"The purpose Is sUnply to prcivide the
audience with information needed to
make its own decision."
• He explained that j.he focus of the
-conference. will be on three of the most
pertinent issues.. related .to the. con-
treversy: - •
- Can pornography or obscenity be
legally defined?
- What are the effects or por-
nography or obscenity on the corn-,
munity in which it exists?•
legislative platform, a major item of - What rights do communities have
which calls or. greater influence by to control the presence and distribution
legislators -On state stiencling. of materials -that may be considered
tax • -
The GOP platform also ca k for pornographic or obscene?
abolition of the state irihel-irari0- '- Anyone interested in the conference
may register in advance or obtainand the sales tax on utility bills and
additional information by writing to:
Dr. Jerry Mayes, Department of
Speech and Theatre, Murray State
University; Murray, Ky., 42071.
favors returning a greater portion of
the coal severance tax to coal
producing counties.
-8"i!PRFP
DISCUSSING GRANT AWARD — A grant award of $3,972 by the Ken-
tucky Humanities Council to Murray State University for a Feb. 9 con-
ference entitled "Community Rights and Pornography- is the topic of this
conversation on the campus. Shown (left to right) are-. Dr. Vernon Gantt,
chairman of the Department of Speech and Theatre; Dr. lack Winter, acting
dean of the College of Creative Expression; and Dr. lames Booth and Dr.
Jerry Mayes, co-directors of the grant and coordinators of the conference.
Former Mayor Discusses His Experiences
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times
Staff Reporter, ,
HAZEL-When would a big cit.''
mayor jump into his car, drive to a
constituent's house and retrieve a
drowned opossum from her lawn?
New York City's mayor Would only
fetch the 'possum for publicity pur--
poses and with an entourage of
television cameras and news reporters.
Cy Miller, the one time mayor of this
border town of about 550 says the Slorr
about the dead opossum is true. It's all
part of being mayor of a small Loam.
Miller said in a recent interview.
Miller, 51 ( he'll be 52 Sunday'.
stepped down as Hazel mayor
December after serving the -city 15
years as a city councilman and mayor.
He ended his sixth year as Hazel mayor
in December but not before a number of
Hazelites asked him to seek p repeat
term. "I was just tired,' 'he-said Om-
?' ply. Jle chose not to seek a fourth term -
Miller tells another story about a Man
who called cancerning another felln!'s
dog sleeping on his porch. "He called
me up and said so-and so's dog sleeP5
on my front porch and said he barks all -
night long. I,,sail that doesn't have,
anything to dowTth the citL I told him-..
to go and talk to the man and tell him
about his dog.
"Well, about two nights later at 11
o'clock he called me again. He saidriO-
and so's dog is on my front porch and is
barking at everything that comes by.
Well, I was about half mad. .1 told him
to shoot the so-and-so dog. Well he got
his.shotgun out and shot him!"
Miller said about two days later the
owner of the dog confronted him with
the situation. "I told him that's between
you and your neighbor, the city doesn't
have anything to do with it!"
Miller's Iwo stories are examples of
small town views of city governmant.
views which often demand more than a
public official tending to the details of
city government. "Your telephone
rings off the wall constantly with
complaints. And I would say that 75
percent don't Tee" pertain to the city,"
Miller said.
Miller is proud of his six year tenure
as Hazel's highest elected official.
"While I was on the board (Hazel
Board of Trustees) and mayor we
bought and paid for a $30,000 fire truck
and we purchased' and paid for two
'Alec cars," the former mayor said.
Streets in Hazel were, blackypped
under Miller's administration. "We
a -
annexed in 1972 'what is'. called the
"North Hazel" and in 1977 we annexed
some parts of west and north Hazel,"
Miller said. -. .
Miller was also instrumental in
helping create the U. S. 641 water
district, which if federal loans are
approved, will mean a $2.3 million
water project strecthing from south
Murray to Hazel. Over 200 Hazel
residents thus far have signed with the
district, Miller said.
The former Hazel mayor says city
government has changed in 15 years
that federal edicts are making in-
creasing inroads into city government
administration. "It's kinda like the big
chain stores are running the Small
businessman out of business. Its that
way with the federal government.
They'll sit up there in Washington and
they'll think up some idea and it'll look
good on paper. But, then you try to get
to %fork in ruins you," Miller said.
Miller said Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, for example, has said that -
Hazel needs a $100,000 filter on its
lagoon, claiming the lagoon is emptying
into a nearby stream. "It is supposed to
go into a creek but not a drop of water
that I know, of has gone into that creek,"
Miller said.
"Hardly ever a month went by that
you didn't have to fill out a form for the
EPA, revenue sharing...They"re just
-forming us to death!" Milierremarks.
Hazel; a sixth class city, operates on
a small city budget with revenue
coming from city taxes ( $6 M00),
revenue sharing $5,000; the city also
gets fire department aid from the stay,.
, ($700) and Municipal Road Aid ($700).
The water superintendent is Hoyt
McClure and the police cheif Bobby
Miller and his wife . Velma have
operated Miller Funeral Home for the
past 31 years. The former city mayor
also runs Hazel Cleaners.
What does he forsee for Hazel in the
future?
"I thnik that Hazel will grow because._
we have retired people living in the
North who are coming back to live
here," Miller said.
Miller may be retiring -from city
government, but he says he'll be around
if the new council members and mayor
'heed his assistance: "I have told Joe
Thompson.' the new mayor ) 'that I will
help out in any way possible, I know
they're ,going to need some help
because it is all new to most of them,"
he said- .
frw,x..-10Jcit
you.can keep it that way, if you unusual versatility and lofty
_ was fatherless played a part in it, but she really went after will. Just be careful not to let ambitions. Your personality is
me, andwhen she turned on the charm I forgot how young Irresponsible persons lead you an outgoing one and you make
she was. , into unconventional activities, friends easily; can keep them,
It will probably never happen to me again,' but what - too, if you will curb tendencies
bothers me is knowink that there are hundreds Imeybe 
VIRGO k.A. toward arrogance and a biting ,MTS• Tuckerthousands) of innocent men who are behind bars -because of (Aug. /74 to Seat. 23-) ffP sarcasm which alienates. ThatPersonal
congenhd. In fact, your career
that a grown man can be the victim of-an undeugi •ed girl. status may be boosted through no' wever, can be used con-
seeks its outlet in sarcasm,
What is your opinion? . Incirm4 anumnAbiluential Person.
tertainment er cartooning Mrs. Barbara Tucker has a
structively in the writing, en-
DEAR- VICTIM: I don't buy your plea _of "total.. (Sept. 24 to Oct 23) -An fields; also makes you a special display of her 
he)plessn." Knowing that she was under Age-0, you -' - Through good 
methods, in- delightful speaker and lecturer. tings at the Murray Art Guild,
pain-
should have resisted her advances 'regardless - of haw tegrity and-follovring succeasful Other fields in which you could located on North Sixth Street;
aggresaive, appealing and seductive she was. Worse Yet,' pest 
procedures, you can put . 'Succeed: 'business, the law,
you missed a golden opportunity to help a Mixed-up 
this day's efforts in the top statesmanship and the military.
January.
Murray, during the month of
_ fathirleirs child Straighten out her head and, get off 
a. iehelon for,, rewards, ad- Birthdate of: Martin Luther
-- collisioq course with disaster. .. --,
• -
Sunday, January 15
Mr. and Mn. Parker Reed
of Kirltsey Route One will be
honored at reception in
Celebration of their *eth
wedding anniversary at the
Production Credit Association
Building, East Broadway,
- Mayfield._ AD relatives and
- friends are invited to call
between the hours of two to
four p. m.
Monday, January 11
: -Willing 'Workers Class -of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of
CarOlyn Carroll.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the County Ex-
tension Office at 1:30 p.m.
vancement. - King, civil rights leedeir
DEAR- ABBY: I would like to know 'why every time. L .
change my hair style, some ninny gives me a compliment, 
• .
and then blows the compliment by asking, "Is that your
real hide or is it a wig? ,
Not only is this rude andill-mannered, it is also..none of
their business:
—To me-itls-like complimentinge lady nn•hPr-teeth -Then 
Frabet3Drake
asking if they're false. . .., -,.
Please print-tisiti-lettna a_yeari I am sure I'm
nqt the only person thia_happ- -
- - • -
• • , •
DEAR WIGGED: You're not (according to my mail); but
take it* a compliment. You're being told that your hair-
-Ionkreilis *eel tiebereal. (And most things that do, aren't.)
CONFIDENTIAL TO DIXIE; You can tell a great deal
about • person's character if you know how he spends his
spare time.
If you feel left out bad timely, or wish you knew how to
get people te like- you. ay new. booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Tee Young or Too Old," is for you.
Seed $1 &lag with a long, self-addressed, stamped (24
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50c OFF
On Any 20 Exposure.COLOR
DE VI L01,10 & PRINTED
LIMIT ON1NOLL PER EXHIPON
'12Z5:131121213:1
What ki of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
A/DES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "rot4
The attainment of certain
desires may not be possible
-NOW, but earnest trying .will
.act effectivity .whet you have
wUL
,'TAURUS
Apr. 21 4. May-21)
What attracts may not be
really choice, atid what you are
tempted to brush aside may be
net tha_thing_you need. So....
your best judgment needed.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 21) 11,14
Plans may have to be
changed. Donal





(June 22 to July 23),(81(:3)
Contribute to mutual un-
derstanding between those who
are "at odds." Pursue a sound
course rather than an expedient
one. Shop your competence in
complesrsibliations.
LEO
"(July 24 to- Aug.-23) tritiCk
Day Starts out Wetly, inid-
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) melti
If adaptability:- imagination
and energies are wisely
directed, you and otherswhom
you Influence will draw readily
on success patterns. This is no
day for dawdling!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "NO
Certain obstacles in yourpath
will call for either more ean----.--
centrated effort on your part or
a complete revision of plan if
they are to be ovett-ome.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VS149-
CAPRICORN
Curb emotions and a tendency
to ge to extremes. Tighten reins
on spensling, but don't scrimp
unwisely and lose out in the long
run.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feti71111-1^1:
Your U ra Kim excellently
positioned. Stretch your talents
and abilities to cover some of
the sparse areas in your field of
attainment.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Not all things will come easily
now and, as last week, you will
have some important decisions
to make. Make them carefully,
however, and you will be in line
for many benefits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
egovreci with a fine mind,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dealer Center  .at
9:30 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
,at seven p.m.
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck dinner meeting
with guests at 7:30 p.m. at MK
club house.
_
airray TOPS (Take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Senior Adults of First
Baptist ,Church will meat at
the Fellowship Itall for a
covered dish luncheon with
the program to be given by
Margaret Trevathan of the
Publithrfey.. .For tran-
sportation 'call the church
office, 753-1854, Tuesday
morning.
Luncheon will be at Baptist
Student Union, 105 North 15th
Street, at 12:40 p.m. Tickets
are fifty cents each. All
Murray State: students...
faculty, staff, and persons in
the community are invited ta.
all BSU activities.
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DEAR ABBY: Men are raised to scorn and fear any
sexual activity with girls who are legally under age. This I
can understand. But now I realize that in some cases the
men are the victims and the girls are guilty.
First Let me say that I am not a child molester. I lived 50
years without ever touching an underaged girl. In fact, the
thought of it repulsed.me. Then it happened, and I found
myself totally helpless. There was no way I could resist
her; and if the-badnt left town with her mother just after -
it started in September, I'd probably still be,,involVed with
her.
involvement lasted only two weeks, and at; no time
-aLlar..She was the_aggresaoritolii
eheittomentrewensetvandadauguis as tantsistnabilminallit-ood
aware sexually as a woinan of10.PerhapS the hitt that she
 relationships highly
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keen wit which sometimes
Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR MONDAY, UNITARY* ME
What kind of day will
__totoorrow Jae7,.To..fi,el_p_ie. what --
the-stars•say, read the forecast
given, for your birth Sign.
:ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)ar
A geed period, for long-range
thinking 'and plans. Review
carefully before launching
unfamiliar veraures, but do not
hesitate to try for a new
achievement.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Venus highly beneficent. A
splendid period for creative




(Mar22 to June 21) 111111,--
The position of Mercury now
stimulates your talents, brings
you highly inspirational' ideas.
Channel efforts in the proper-






the Arlie-. devolution will
apter oifoccVlaughters of
C
meet at ..ne home of Mrs. Ed
Diuguid at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.
Hughie Lawson as speaker.
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
,he Calloway County Public
Library at seven - p.m.
Theta Department of
Murray, Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. Kentucky State Trooper
Richard Wright will present
the program.
National Secretaries
Association meeting will be
held at the City Council Room
of Murray City Hell at seven
p. m. Program will be "CPS




Citizens will meet in Room 240
• .ot the, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p. m.
Recovery, Inc., win meet at
the „Health Center, North
-Seventh and Olive Streets, at
CA CORN e 
seven p, m. F inf or orma
Apse. 22 to Jan. 
2Ak
(1. call-the Needline.-.
- -Concentrate on substantial
and pertinent matters. Avoid Exhibitions in drawing and
unwise speculation and -coin- painting by Gerald_Ferstrnan,
plications but do not sidestep faculty member at the
problems that must be handled. 
University of _Kentuckind:-AQUARIUS
Has Exhibit
The painting will- bef on
display in the front room of the
-.Guild. Mrs. Tueker has'been
painting since 1975 and
Presently resides on Kirksey
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) GOO
A conservative and prudent
attitude will keep you from
going overboard through
misguided enthusiasm - • a -
tendency now.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412tg
Your best assets are your
dynamic personality and your
gift of salesmanship. Both
should make this a good day for
you - IF you use them sniartly.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ri17%.
Do not procrastinate in
matters which demand time
and energy. Neither take on
extracurricular activities which
could clutter your schedule.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You will accOmplish more if
you quell unrest and agitation,
and neither drive nor insist
beyond the line of diplomacy.
Some "lesser" items ARE
Important,
SCORPIO--
(Oct. 24 to Nov. -22) MA*
Look to those things you know
and do most ably for success
now. Also aim at eventual ac-
complishment in new areas. Be
alert to the insincerity of flat-
terers.
SAGITTARIUS _0410
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 11
You may note an increasing
tempo in some areas which will





Sebscribers lithe hove eel
received their briaro-doliv wad
copy el The Mangy leiriers A
0141•4 by 5:30 Moralay•
Way dm by 3:30 p. se 5.1w-
days ere ailed to oil 743-11116
beams SAO p. d$an p.n.,
Mersday-fridly, or 3:30 p.m.
mod 4p. go. Seterdays, to Wen
delivery of tbe sowspapor. Cab
mot be pieced by 6 p.o. week-
*. .r—ip.. latilriliTT '4" —
poraidee delivery.
• s
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '`•"5-ALA illustrations by Tom Allen,
Persons with whom you deal chairman of the Department
will not all feel up to par; some of Visual Conummications at
are working under stress. Offer Syracuse University,
a helpful word; it helps. Launch Syracuse, N. Y., will open at
well-considered plans. - _ _--the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
( Feb. 20 to mar. 20) the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Reserve some moments r Cente?, Murray State
quiet reflection. They could University, and continue
release hidden treasures of through Feb. 8 
ideas that otherwise might be Tuesday, January 17
stifled. Average gains in-




to make children's garments
YOU BORN TODAY are foithe hospitals will be held at
innately an 1fltechiW ëilbiii erl4f117 Freed
bitious and unusually versatile. cothastrzia_stayr,at_ten
You can be master of many
things, but mint first learn to 
a.m.
master yourself. You have the
ability to lead or follow, once
you recognize and develop your
talents and learn to control
faults - mainly tendencies
toward arrogance and sarcasm.
You could excel in literature or
in any area of the entertainment
field; would also make an ex-
cellent. business executive,
lawyer, scientist or statesman
Birthdate of: Richard Savage,
poet, dramatist.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Otixena with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., program from
the Library at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, band practice
at one p. m., and "Safety Tips-
for Driving" by Fil Owens of
the Murray Police Depart-





MURRAY CITY sticks; Friday-taco salad,
G Linda Jeffery, Food -Serb Jn• xican beans,,pineapple, 
vice Director for the Murray and cookie.
City Schools, has released the 
CALI:I:MAY COUNTYmenus for the week of Jan. 16
Joanna Adams, Foodto 20. The list is subject to
,,,
a 
Service Director for the




dogs, toasted cheese, be
bit dOgs, chef salad,
-TFultir7 and- Vegeta-Eft-1;
variety of fruits and
vegetables; Friday-choice of
ham sandwich, chicken fried
,steak, hamburgers, hot dogs,
chef salad, and variety of
fruits and vegetables.
MURRAY MIDDLE
Monday-corn dogs or and SOUTHWEST
hamburger, buttered., Monday - sausage' bladt-
potatoes, fresh fruit or slaw, 
eyed peas, baked apples, slaw,
and cookie; Tuesday-pizza or 
biscuits, and ice cream;
Tuesday - ravio e or lasagne,vegetable soap with pimento
.:rhorsadwm want green peas, fruit salad, french 
- or peadhes, and cake; 
Wed.-lir-ea d , and cookie; Wed-
nesday-spaghetti or ham-
n es d a y - hamburgers or
burger green beans cheeseburgers, french fries,tossed
released the menu& for the
week of Jan. 16 to 29. The list is
subject to occasional change
and is as follows:
CALLOWAY HIGH
'Tuesday-Choke of " pizza, Monday - hamburger,
remit), soup and grilledroast beef, hamburger, hot
cheese; Tuesday - ham-dogs, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; 
Wednesday_ burger, submarines, and
chicken fried steak; Wed-
choise of chicken, spaghetti,
hainburger, hot dogs, chef neadaY hamburger' taco
salad, turkey and cheesesalad, variety of fruits, and
sandwich; Thursday -vegetables; Thursday-choice
cheeseborgers, corn dogs, andof tacos, lasagne, ^tam-
burgers, hot 
kad;------fried chicken; Friday -
hamburgers, pizza, and pork
chop patti. A variety of
vegetables, salads, fruits,
WO, desserts, ice. cream,
milk, tea, and lemonade will
be served each day.
EAST, NORTH,
lettuce, and apple crisp;salad or pears, and cookie;
Thursday - chili burgers,Thursday-pizza or tacos,
potatoes, applesauce or
gelatin, and cookie; Friday-
mexican casserole or ham-
burger, potatoes, or green






and gravy, creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls and jetty,-




potato chips, apple and carrot
Corn on cob, celery sticks, and
apple slices;.-Friday - pork
chop patti, baked or creamed
potatoes, green beans, carrot
stick, rolls, and jelly.
...houses, in 16th century 
beTurkey, ers known as
”Pilekteb-i-irfan," meaning -
"schools of the-cultured."
For -11 citrus-ham salad,---1
combine cubed cooked
ham, grapefruit and orange
sections; --celery crescents
and chopped _peanuts. Mix
equal amounts -of saiatrair-
and undiltded thawed con-
centrated - orange . juice.
Pour over salad mixture- kiid
toss lightly.. Chill thorough-
ly and serve in lettuce
dips.
A CAR WHOSE TIMRHAS COME
DODGE NM'
JIM FcilemlilmeNIINMOTORS
If You're Game, We're Open
Oro Thur.
7 X.9 + 2 30 Sun
Charginty...Roaring„.
Breathing Firs and Hell.-
TUE WHITE LUITHIQUIJEE IS HERE
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 beery "Pow" Me*
X II le + X Sun
wiling?
You'll find the happiest.hunting_grounds in the classified pages.
From individual homes to condomimums or even buildable_ lots, .
before you go runain' allover the woods, first check the classifieds.—
Our classifieds offer you this area's largest real estcrte.
marketplace, -and it's' all right at your .fingertips.
(-' • Call 753-1916 to
Place Your Classified Ad
Mirrray Ledger & 'Times
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Miss Deborph Gale Wilson,
oldest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson, 1514
Canterbury Drive, Murray,
and Dan Adams Woods, son of
Mr. 'and Mrs. OW Wootif,-
--Relmonte Drive; - -hturray;—
winter weddingirr atrevening
ceremony at the Goshen
United Methodist Church at
-,• - -
The Rev. Julian Warren
officiated:at ..the--eandielight-,-
double ring ceremony read at
the altar centered with an
archway covered with
greenery and white carnations
flanked by two spiral can-
dOabrua with angling can-
delabra on each side. Baskets
of pink carnations, whit
mums, small burgundy
mums, and white gladioli with
large pink satin ribbons
further enchanced the scene.
Hurricane, candles with pink
satin ribbons marked the'
pews.
At the altar was the kneeling
bench where the, bridal couple
knelt and with the audience
repeated The Lord's Prayer.
After the ceremony a basket
of the flowers was taken to
Mrs. Olive Wilson, great
grandmother of the bride, who
resides at West/nest Nursing
Home.
Mrs. Nancy Barrett, aunt of
the bride, was the pianist and
presented a pi/ogram of
nuptial music which included
"Close To You" and the theme




The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
length fitted gown of white
-Windsong" by High Fashion
with a high fitted bodice and
jewel neckline with lace down
the front and around theiligh---
waistline. The dress extended
into a long train. The _full
length puffed sleeves with -
contrasting cuffs were made
of white chiffon.
She wore a finger tip illusion
veil. Her dress and veil were
made . by her grandmother,
Mrs. Ruth Wilson. She carried
a bridal bouquet of daisy
pompoms, pink rosebuds, and
baby's breath accented by
burgundy leaves with a white
baby orchid in the center.
White lace edged the bouquet
and white ribbons and
streamers tied love knots
were also used.
Her only jewelry was a pair
of gold initial earrings bearing
the letter "W" which stood for
her maiden. name.. and stand
for her marred name, and
given-to her mother as
something borrowed.
Something old were her shoes,
something new waiher dress,
and something blue was her
garter given to her, by her
friends. Before the ceremony
a new penny was placed in her
shoe by her Dad for good luck.
Miss Susan Rogers, a friend
of the bride since kin-
dergarten, acted as the maid
of honor. Denay Gallimore,
the bride's cousin, was a
bridesmaid, and Lisa Wilson,
the bride's sister, was the
junior bridesmaid.
The attendants Were
identically attired in floor
length gowns of pink with
burgundy velvet ribbon ac-
centing the high waistlines
•••••
Murray
MR. AND MRS. DAN ADAMS WOODS stand with the
minister, the Rev. Julian Warren, following their wedding
and reception at the Goshen United Methodist Church.
and white lace across the base silver evening sandals.
of the square necklines. They The groom's mother, Mrs.
each wore matching burgundy Woods, chose a pleated street
velvet roses in their hair with length dress of rust knit with a
pink ribbon. Each of the at- .jacket of the same coliir ac-
tendants carried three long cented in white. She wore gold
stemmed pink roses accented earrings and a gold chain
by burgundy velvet leaves and necklace as accessories, -
pink ribbon and net. Both mothers were
'The flower girl, Miss Denise presented with white baby
Barrett, cousin of the bride, orchid corsages.
wore a floor length burgundy Mrs. Ruth Wilson, grand-
dress with white lace around mother of the bride, wore a
the neck,' waist, and elbow floor length dress of green
length sleeves. She-carried a qiana knit. Mrs. Mae
small white basket *drilla* Pin-year,
ribbon and filled with rose grandmother of the bride, was
,petals. attired in a floor length dress
Master—Do.stin Wilson. -of red giant. knit with a
_brother of the bride, was ling matching vest. Each wore a
bearer. He wore burisindy corsage of white carnations.
vest and pants with a ruffled Miss Teri Barrett, cousin of
shirt made of the bride's dress the bride, kept the guest
material by Little Vogue and a register and was seated at a
burgundy velvet tie. He
carried a white satin pillow
edged in lace and wore a small
carnation boutonniere.
Groom's Suit
The groom wore a light
cranberry colored three piece
vested suit with a white shirt
and dark tie. He had a
boutonniere of a pink rosebud.
Best man was Daryl
Thompson, friend of the
groom. The groomsman was
Steve Lynn, friend of the
groom, and the junior
groomsman was Randy
Wilson, brother of the bride.
The groomsmen along with
the fathers of .the bride and
groom wore navy suits and
white carnations as bouton-
nieres.
The ushers were Kenny
Gallimore, cousin of the bride,
and Wayne Woods, brother of
the groom. David Barrett and
Richard Gallimore, both
cousins of the bride, served as
candlelighters.
Mrs. Wilson, mother of the
bride, was attired in a formal
floor length dress of light blue
qiana knit with a high
waistline, v-neck, and long
sleeves. Her ensemble was
accented by silver earrings, a





We -stcht vvitlt tender,
juicy chopped SirloiK
Its served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
\ $228 value for only...
• .tei' :A/ $189
• INCLUDES
840-Air Free
Center, Salad Bar and DrinkIRLoin Try a 5' Cone
ToewAra
THE AMItY STEAKHOUSt
- 411011111. fl 41. migkeekda ra itcni -10 30prn Sat &Sun.




By J L Blasingame MI)
•
_Tobacd9 Smoke Liplcea To Heart Attacks
• Q: Mr. V. C., who
smokes cigarettes in
moderation, writes that he
can understand how to-
bacco smoking could irri-
tate the lungs and throat.
and lead to cancer. He has
also read that smoking to-
bacco ilbelieVed to -
age the heart. He wants to 
know if this is true and
whether smoking tobacco
is related to heart attacks.;
A You are correct ttwit
tohcaPco . smoke ..containk_
several substances known
as carcinogens that irri-
tate the tissues of the
throat and respiratory
tract and predispose to the
development of cancer in
these areas of the body.
In addition, tobacco
smoke contains other
chemicals which are ab-
sorbed through the lungs
into the blood and cause
damage to the blood ves-
sels and to the heart.
'--1/41tOtine has a -constrict-
ing or narrowing effect on
the size of arteries, cutting
down on the amount of
—EfOod pael-fife•-• through
them. This narrowing can
result in an impairment of
adequate circulation in
varsius organs, such as the
heart, especially if its
blood supply is already
linutedly preexisting dis-
ease.
, The *Chicago Tribune"
y reporteW a New
Ybric Times News Service
story which appeared in
the %lour/wk. pf Expeti-
--mental -Medicine' -regard-
table draped in white "wind-
song" with a silver bud vase of
pink roses. A white feather
pen was used by the guests to
sign the register.
The wedding ceremony was
directed by Mrs. Linda
Barrett, aunt of the bride.
Flowers for the wedding,
reception, rehearsal dinner
and prenuptial events were
arranged by Woods Florist,
owned by the parents of the
groom.
Reception
The reception was held after
the ceremony in the basement
of the church.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a lace cloth
underlined with pink. A
centerpiece of pink roses,
burgundy mums, and daisy
pompoms were placed in a
silver bowl along with four
candles. Pink wedding bells
hung from the ceiling over the
table.
The three tiered wedding
cake was made by Mrs. Linda
Barrett, aunt of the bride, and
was accented by small pink
roses. A "kissing bride and
groom" statuette adorned the
top of the cake. The cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served.
Mrs. Betty Gallimore, Mrs.
Gwinna Gallimore, Mrs.
Peggy Gallimore, and Mrs.
Bennie Gallimore, all aunts of
the bride, served at the
receptiOn. They were each
presented with a white 'car-
nation corsage. Paminy
Woods, niece of the groom,
and Makayla Barrett, cousin
of bride, distributed bags of
rice tied with pink ribbon.
The couple left for a short
wedding trip to Lake Barkley
Lodge with the bride wearing
a two piece grey pant suit with
a white blouse and the baby
orchid from her bridal
bouquet. They are now
residing at 603 South Ninth
Street, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. OM' Wood*,
parents of the groom, en-
tertained the wedding party
with a dinner at the Sirloin
Stockade followTag— the
rehearsal.
The centerpiece -was an
arrangement of white mums,
pink carnations, and baby
burgundy mums accented
with candles.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to the-membees of the
ing the research of Carl
-Becker, -M.D., and Theo-
dore Dubin, M.D., of Cor-
nell University Medical
Center. Their studies
showed that a substance
called rutin from tobacco
leaves causes a triggering
of the blood clotting reac-
tion.
Rutin causes Factor XII,
a chemical which helps to
initiate clotting, to release,
thrombin. It causes blood
platelets to become active
in the fortnation of micros-
copic clumps or fragments
in the blood and assist in its
clotting.
These researchers also
made tests which showed
that some 'persons are al-
lergic to rutin and theor?
ized that such allergic re-
actions can cause changes
in the blood vessel walls
and other tissues.
This research work helps
to explain the clinical ob-
servation that smokers a
more prone to develop lung
and other cancers and to
Im,subject to damage of the
walls of their arteries and
to heart attacks.
So far, no effective treat-
ment is known to prevent
these damaging effects of
tobacco smoking other
than to reduce or stop
smoking. The reduction of
the tar and nicotine and the
addition of filters have had
some apparent benefit, but
, they are far less beneficial
1Filin not smoking
-•••
More songs were written
about Abraham Lincoln than
any other., secular individual.
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
DODGE OMNI
COMING $OON  
JIM FAIN MOTORS_
°44Coer<
In old China's registry was




Reason No. 5 why
you should let us •
do your taxes."
_ Henry IN.
If we prepare your return and
the IRS should mil you in for
an aidit; Bleidc will go with
you at no extra charge. Not
as your legal representative
but to answer any questions
about how your taxes we
PrePared
Han BLOCK
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Some critics say that At-
torrigy General Griffin Bell's
prop:A.0 t.o reRlace the Law
Enforcement Assistance 'Ad-
ministration with 'a National
Institute of Justice is nothing
more than a cosmetic change of
name- for the often:Criticized
agency.
- But there is, more -to the
contemplated reorganiiationt
which in the absence of a House
or Senate veto could be ac-
complished by executive order.
And the-ebanges-woukt give
state and local governments
more leeway in spending the
federal anticrime funds dow
doled out by LEAA.
There plight be less temp-
,tation, tho, to rush into am-
Looking Back
bilious progranis, Once mat-
ching local funds ..would be
requi7ed to qualify—for the
federal -.grants. 0-ther im-
provements Would ctit- down on
paperwork and-remove some of
the bureaucracy that has
sprung in LEAA's near 10-year
history.
The law -enforcement .goals
have not changed since_LEA4,
was created in 1968 to improve
state and local police
operations, the courts and the
prisons. 
But lessons have been
learned from the agency's
errors.
The envisioned





' sev'erar day's id a row plug. an'alm
constant snow fall since Jan.' 12 has-
_ - almost r paralyzed business and 9ther
; activity in Murray and Calloway
County.
James Johnson, executive secretary
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
has been advised by state officials that
a flashing beacon will be placed at the
laterstion of U. S_.,hway 641 and
Kentu y Highway 121-Bypass. This
intersectioh rile-been The scene—of
. 213_Years Ago
several accidents including one fatality
s,u: ice thehypass was opened.
" Deaths- tepo-rted include Joseph 0.
Alderson.
The Murray State University Racers
remained undefeated in Ohio Valley
Conference play as they picked up the
fourth win by edging Tennessee Tech 92
to 91 in a basketball game at Cookeville,
Tn.
Prof. Paul W. Shahan will direct the
Murray State UniveaitY_SvmDhonic
Band for its mid-winter concert On Jan.
16 in the college auditorium., '
Annette Palmer of the Kirksey 9-H
Club shared top honors in the annual
Jiinior Dark, Fired Tobacco Show and
Sale held Jan. 11 at Mayfield. The
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America took top
honors in the Tobacco Judging with
Charles Byers, Charles Tutt, Charles
Eldridge, Billy Mayfield, and Preston
Barrett as members.
Deaths reported include Leo Knight,
age 53, Charlie Herndon, age 66, and
30 Years Ago
J. F. Darnell of Coldwater com-
munity won the Calloway Corn Derby
with a yield of 113.52 bushels per acre
on a five acres field. Charlie White, 16
year old member of the Future Far-
mers of America, was winner of the
Junior division.
Directors of the Peoples Bank for this
year are A. F. Doran, R. H. Falwell, H.
L. Houston, C. H. Jones, Lynnwood
Morris, J. A. Outland, L D. Outland,
George Ed Overbey, T. IT„' Stokes, and
H. T.. Waldrop. -
Dees Bank of Hazel officers and
directors include Darwin N. White, J.
G. Erwin, J. M. Marshall, Bertha
40 Years AgO
Mrs. W. L. Payne, age 78,
' \ The Murray Knights finished thefirst
half of season basketball play in the
Atomic Valley League last night un-
defeated as they downed Hardin.
The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary Choir will sing at the
Memorial Baptist Church on Jan. 16.
The Kentucky Mutual Credit
Association is now open in Murray in
the Professional building. The firm will
be operated by Ottis P. (Buddy)
Valentine.
Marshall, Bert Taylor, H. A. Newport,
W. B. scruggs, and Ellis R. Paschall.
In high school basketball games New
Concord beat Alm, Calvert City beat
Kirksey, and Hazel beat Symsonia.
High scorers for each team were
Thurman with 17 for New Concord,
Thompson and Rushing with eight for
Almo, Solomon with 14 for Calvert City,
Hargrove and Bazzell with 11 each for
Kirksey, Brandon with 20 for Hazel, and
H. Reid with 15 for Syinsonia.
Cigarettes are advertisedat $1.59 per
carton in the ad for Economy Self-
Service.
Senator T. 0. Turner and Calloway
Representative Callie A. Hale are
represented on committees by the
Senate and House of the Kentucky
General Assembly; Frankfort.
An average of $8.31 is reported for the
season's sale of dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Loose Leaf Floors.
Deaths reported this week. include
Mrs. Martha Cope, age 78, Clint Atkins,
age 60, John P. Currier, age 81, John
Mac Meloan, age 88, and henry Hud-
speth, age 92.
Ohs Delbert Coleman, Juanita Belle
McDougal Lucille Pollard, Ruth
Ambrose Rogers, and Aruce Elizabeth
Walker are local persons applying for
degrees at the close of the semester in
February at Murray State Teachers
College.
- 50 Years Ago
Winners inthe Home Decoration
contest for.the-bolidays, sponsored by
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, were Mildred Beale,
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs. Mary
ed McCoy Hall, Mrs. Marvin Fulton,
Mrs. Will Mason, Mrs. J. H. Richmond,
Mrs. Jeff Rowlett, Mrs. Fay Sledd,
Mrs. P. A. Hart, Miss Ilee Keys, and
Mrs. R. E. Broach.
The marriage of Tressa Alaman and
Edward Crossland Overby on October
30, 1937, has been announced this past
Week.
-County Agent John T. Cochran and
Assistant County Agent Kelly M.
Cromwell have outlined programs in
Calloway County for the week of Jan.
17-21.
An average of $10.73 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray market this week.
Removal of the Training School
Department of Murray State Teachers
College from the Administration
building to the new Training School
building is being undertaken this week.
This will put into use one of the largest
and most modern training school
buildings in the south with William
Jesse Caplinger BS (Vector.
Deatts reported inaude Judge G. N.
Ccrtchin, age 77, W. D.- (Bud Sowelir
age 72, l4rs. John Wells, age 28, Mrs.
- Homer Wells-,--eue, 48, Mrs. Eunice
- • 0-.***
...t**.**.witiommbietwinweprommeriss?rrsossarzmrperempoarmayor
Outland, age 20, Mrs. Bud Donelson,
' age 67, Mrs. Martha E. Patterson, Mrs.
Alice Hughes, age 63, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Eldridge.
Total assets for the three banks as
published in their reports of condition
,as of Dec. 31, 1927 are as follows: First
National, $1,602,476.96; Dees Bank of
Hazel, $1,602,476.96; Bank of Murray,
$1,324,671.86.
The Kirksey High School Eagles beat
the Murray High School Tig‘rs
baskethalL_ Adams was high
Kirksey with ten points and Waterfleld ,
MIS high tor tijurray with seven point3.-
15c-o*
Inside Report It% Roo-land anditoliert No‘rak
America, Unorgani
WASHINGTON-Late Friday af-
ternoon, Jan. 6, a middle-level Pen-
tagon bureaucrat named Dr. Percy
Pierre flashed a green light that handed
a defense contract to one outstretched
tentacle of Japan's octupus-like Mit-
subishi cartel, showing again how the
U. S. often goes about global businest in
a pleasantly absent-minded daze.
-Pierre, an Assistant Secretary of the
Army, rejected congressional appeals
against awarding this particular
machine tool contract for the Ogre_ of
the new XM-1 tank to Mitsubishi
motors. That left two questions
unanswered:
Does it serve the national security; to
give anothet Country U.S. _ defense
production involving technology (in this
case, machine tools) in critically short
supply? Is it inrthe tr. S. economic in-
terest to award government contracts
to a country-even a close ally-whose
international trade policies are under
pressure from the Carter ad-
ministration?
Considering U. S. requirements to
hold gown defense costs and avoid a
protectionist war, the answer to both
questions might have been yes.
1hstressingly, however, there is no sign
either question was ever asked by
Pierre or, far more significantly, by
any higher official. In contrast to
Japan, Incorporated, the handling of
this case exposes America,
Unorganized.
Chrysler Corp., which won the turret
contract on the XM-1 tank, recom-
mended the machine tools subcontract
for Mitsubishi Motors, which is owned
15 per cent by Chrysler-find 85 per cent
by Mitsubishi Heavy Industry). Mit-
subishi's bid was around $5.1 million,
compared with the second lowest bid of
$6.4 million by Carlton Machine Tool
Co. of Cincinnati.
When Rep. Willis Gradison of Cin-
cinnati protested, followed by other
Ohio Congressmen, the matter went to
Dr. Peirre-a 39-year-old electrical
engineer who began his first military
post last May 16 after six years as dean
of engineering at Howard University.
Pierre's study concentrated on one
point: did the award of the subcontract
violate the "buy-American" act? When
he found it did not, the subcontract was
routinely approved.
The question of supplying secret
technology to Japan is brushed off by
the Pentagon on grounds that the
subcontract technically is with the
oddly named Android Corp. of Madison
Heights, Mich., "surrogate" American
company for Mitsubishi.
ABOI3T THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns, and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger de
Times strongly believe thali to limit -
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
--being discussed with a letter to the
editor. •
By the same token, if .an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
. the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored ort icle on **glover that
topic niightbe.,
But more importantly,, no con-
sideration was given to U. S. capability
in tank production, revealed by the 1973
Mideast war to be far behind the Soviet.
Union's. Placing reliance on Japan
undercuts hopes for enhanced domeitic
tank production capability.
: aPpallitig,"L 'rine. former
defense official told us. 41  am sure that
nobody in authority even . considered
this properly." Indeed, answering a
query from us, the official Pentagon
spokesman replied the matter was
decided by the CinCirtnati 'project of-
ficer with the sole poliey consideration,
apart from low bid, being the buy-
American act.
Actually, the spokesman was wrong,
in view of Pierre's role. But the-upper
=reaches of the Defense Department did
not get involved. Nor did the Pentagon
even think of asking advice from the •
office of special tradi, representative -
Robert Strauss-a remarkable omission
considering the current crisis of U. S. -
Japanese trade relations.
Those relations are particularly
sticky in the area of machine tools.
Today's 21 per cent share of the U. S.
machine tools market by foreign im-
ports 'compares with 14 per cent just
three years ago. What's more,
Japanese machine tools make the
difference, so much so that the
domestic machine tool industry is filing
an action accusing Japan of "dumping"
(selling the products here below cost. )
Granting defense contracts to Japan
Is dubious on broader economic
grounds. Strauss is making another trip
to Tokyo to press the Japanese again to
restrain subsidized exports and expand
restricted imports. The American
envoy whose government is awarding
defense contracts to the Mitsubishi
cartel must be viewed with puzzlement
by his Japanese counterparts.
_ They could scarcely know that the
tank turret decision was made well
-below Strauss's level by the anonymous
Dr. Pierre. Rep. Thomas Luken,
representing a congressional district
adjoining Cincinnati, found that out ,
when he visited Pierre's Pentagon
office Jan. 7. Flanked by two Army
colonels, Pierre said no regulation had
been broken, therefore the Japanese
contract =Lit go through-affirming a
previous congressional complaint that
. "it's like talking to a computer" t6 deal
with Pierre.
Luken,' Deniociat,: /laving had
enough of "the old Army game," sent 'a
telegram to President Carter urging
him to cancel the contract for Android-
Mitsubishi in the national interest. Any
favorable response from the White
House would signal new interest in
giving America, Unorganized, a
coherent national strategy capable. of
competing even with Japan, Incor-
porated..
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The .
Murray Ledger SE Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
,-.-Any senator- .or _representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753l852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg, -
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State capitol Building, -
Frankfort, Ky. 40601! Home
addresses of -State legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. Rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
*— —
Last week, my column dealt with
Peyton Randolph and the earliest
rulers of our newly formed country,
back about 1775. I state at that time that
I believed Mr. Randolph to be related to
the Randolph family of Trigg County.
This family was one of the first to settle
in this part of the state; and while I still
believe that the families are connected,
I have found, since then, that the
Randolphs are almost as numerous as
the Smiths and the Joneses. Needless to
say, I have not yet found a verified
connection. Peyton Randolph was quite
active in the politics of North Carolina,
where the Giles Randolph family
migrated from, but officially he-.was
listed as coming from Virginia. So,
-while there probably is a family tie
there, I have net yet made it.
'Giles Randolph was the earliest
- forbear of the Randolph family of which
I could find a record, having made his
will in Northampton County; N. C. in
March, 1792. Since it was probated in
June of that year, it is evident that he
:died just about at that time. He listed
Bashaba as his wife, and his children as
William, John, Malachi, Penelope,
Elizabeth, Bryant, and Thomas.
William Randolph, who was the son
• -WhoselOrhears settled in Trigg County.'
was born in 1764 and died Feb. 8, 1847.
He first married Ann Banks, who (lied-
in 1815, and then Nancy Cameron in
1817; she died in 1862. His children were
Rebecca, who married Mahala Ingram
in 1812; Mary, who married Basil
George in 1812; Alexander, who
married Melinda Watkins in 1832;
Jane, who married Josiah Langley in
1827; Ada Eliza, born 1810, who married
Robert Wilford in HIST:Sarah, who may
have died in infancy, and David, who
married his step-sister Mary Cameron.
After William's first wife died, he
adopted the children of his second wife
Nancy Cameron; tliese children were
John, Jesse, Nàic, Margaret, Daniel,
and Mary.
David Randolph, Feb. 27, 1798-
March k4r 1877, is buried in the old
Randolph cemetery near Oakland in
Trigg County. It is his family that will
be followed in this column. He married
his step-sister Mary 6ameron (Oct. 2i
1802-April 21, 1846), who is also buri
there on the homeplace, which is still
standing, although no longer a place of • .
residence. Their children were:
Rebecca-bolt Nov. 14, 1819, married
-Moses' Malone in ,1836 and-had one
daughter, Miranda-.(Jan. 6, 1837-May
May 10, 1881), who married John Fletxt.
Nancy-born Dgc. 18, 1821, married
John Wesley Travis in 1842. They had
six children: Susan A. 1843; Thonias
- • . „ . . •
Today
in History
By the Associated Press -
Today is Saturday, Jan. 14th, the 14th
day of 1978. There are 351 days left in
the year. „.  -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1784, the United States
ratified a peace treaty with England,
formally ending the American
Revolution.
On this date:
In 1809, England and Spain formed an
alliance against Napoleon Bonaparte.
In 1814, Denmark ceded Norway to
Sweden as one of the provisions-alb@ -
Treaty of Kiel.
In 1907, an earthquake in Jamaica
destroyed Kingston and took 1,000 lives. _
In 1914, Henry Ford's first assembly
line went into operation, vastly
reducing the time it took to manufac-
ture a car.
In 1953, Yugoslavia's parliament
elected Premier. rite .1;1:esident,.,br
vote of 568 to one.
In. 197.4. a special Maryland state
panel___af _ judges recommended that
former Vice President Spiro Agnew be
disbarred from practicing law in -
Maryland •  —
Ten years ago: There was growing
unrest in Guatemala after the slaying
of a former beauty queen wtth leftist
sympathies, Rogelia Cruz Martinez.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon sent General Alexander Haig to
Saigon to fill in South Vietnamese of-
ficials on peace talks in Paris between
American and North Vietnamese
representatives.
One year ago: Former British Prime
Minister Anthony Eden died in Wilt;
shire, England at the age of 79.
Today's birthdays: Designer and r
photographer Sir Cecil Beaton is 74
years old. Actress Faye Dunaway isS7.
Thought for today: We need
comrades - both for joy for sorrow -
the Jewish Talmud.•
13.ib1e Thought
And he said unto them This is my
blood of the new testament, which is .
shed for many. Mark 14:24 -
Glory and honor to Him who
brotight a new covenant to 'V.'s. It is...
sealed in His- blood The act is all-
inclusive..
Echoes From The Past Bi,Judy Alannin
(.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. statics and family notes.)
The Randolphs Of
,Trigg County --
R., 1845; Mary E., 1846; William
A.,1848; Rebecca J., 1849; and Anne E.,
1840.
Mary Ann, born Dec. 18, 1821
evidently a twin to Nancy, married
Allen McGeehee in 1840. They had four
children: Jasper, 1840, Emily Eliza,
1841; David S., 1843; and Olive
Henrietta, 1845. The family later moved
to Missouri.
William N., Sept. 7,1825-June 5, 1865,
married Martha J. Roach in 1862, and
had a daughter, Fannie.
John-May 9, 1829-March 14, 1864,
married Lida Bell. They had two
children, Eddie, who died in infancy
and &daughter who married a Wilkins.
The family settled around Hopkinsville.
David Crockett-born Oct. 25, 1830,
married Nancy Skinner in 1858. It is
said that he himself took the middle
name of Crockett. They had Robert
Alexander, 1859-1939, who married
Comielia Johnson and had nine
children: Maude, Homer, Louis,
Johnnie, Ira Ross, Jasper, John Henry,
Marvin, and Nancy. .
Redmond-born and died in 1832. '-
James Jackson-Sept. 4, 1833-March
27,1916, married Virginia Smith in 1866.
Jesse Thomas-Oct. 4, 183871916,
married MarmazelleCosby.
Malenda and Francis-twins born in
1840, who died in infancy.
The other siblings of David Randolph,
with a few exceptions, also settled in
Trigg County, being connected with
many of the other old families of the
county, such as Ingram, Nelson,
Farris, Wilson, Boyd, Langston,
Malone, Watkins, Jenkins, Stinebaugh,
and Hillman. A fairly thorough outline
of the family tree can be found in Mrs.
Neel's book, The Wilford-Williford
Family - •
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Exchange. They are Ashland LouisvWeL, up 30 per cent;
Oil, Louisville Gas & Electric Dollar General, Scottsville, up
and Texas Gas Transmission. 29 per cent; Begley Drug,
The only etherwetlwely-actively- Richmond, ̀tip 19 per cent; and
Kentucky stocks to close out Citizens Fidelity, Louisville,
the-year at a lower price than up 19 per cent.
they entered it with were An investor who purchased
Jerrie?), the year's most 100 shares of each of those 10
significant loser, and stocks at the January price
Louisville Cement, which lost and sold them at the
one dollar per share in value. December price would have
Jerrico slipped from 28 in invested $12,013 and grossed
lallUarY, IQ.** December. $15,593, less _ brokerage
The most spectacular in- commissions, the Kentucky
creases in stock value during Business Ledger reported.
1977 were, recorded by two Thats-a profit of 32:8 per cent.
Louisville companies that
traded on the New York Stoc.k Nat iona 1 Ind ustri 
green and Halmark, -
products.
GOOD THINGS CAN COME
IN SMALL PACKAGES
PAGE S THE 911101tAY, ity., LEDGER & HAUL Satyr*. kmeary 14. 19711
Roper Is New Sonic Manager
Alan Roper is the new
manager-ottner of Sonic
Drive-In located on U. S. 641
north of Murray.
The new Sonic operator will
. . attempt to re-establish Sonic's
-, fine name in drive-in dining.
Son ic is called `„Amecrica',5 . •
favorite drive-in,' and Roper
. says the drive-in will run
regular Sonic speciali.
- • Roper,. who-lives arAharly
Oaks Trailer Park in Murray
_ is a native of. Heath. He. at-
tended Heath High School,
Murray State University
where he concentrated, on
business. He also served in
the United States Army. •




tuckians who kept their stock
market investments at home
had a more prosperous 1977
than did those who dabbled in
higherin 1977 than in 1976. The The top-ten a _gainers among 
Aviatior Brigade.
la 1975 David completed his-1976 gain over 1975 was otill •coinpanies jot acquired 







LANSING, Mich._ Old- _
smobile-sales soared to i
record 97706 new cars in 1977
as the division clirnaxed its
most-auccessful eateiidar yixtr
• ever.
"The 1977 total reflects an
eight percent improvement
over the previous ealendar
year high of 900,611 set in
1976,."- said Fobert,.J•„. Cook,
Oldsmobile general manager
and ,A General. Motors vice
president.
took also pointed Oitt_alht.._
Oldsmobile's total Production
climbed io_a.record 1,102,040
cars during the same 12-
month period. This tops the
former high of 983,697 .cars
built in 1976.
Final 1977 calendar year
figures released today also
*OW
- Oldsmobile captured the
coveted third place in
domestic sales for the fourth
time in six years by outselling*
its nearest rival by more than
168,000 cars.
- Cutlass was again the
nation's most-popular in-
termediate and led Old-
smobile's banner sales year.
Olds dealers delivered 527,939
Cutlasam,-.-up time- percent
over 1976.
-- Three- other Oliktiwibile -
car lines also improved over a
' year ago. Ditikiiiiold 225;937
Eight-Eights '''(iip-31.Percent);
123,466 Ninety-Eights (up 15
percent); and 28,860
Toronados (tip 18 percent).
• - The division established
17 ten-day-sales records and
seven monthly highs, with the
biggest month comigs in June _
mare than. -111 000 
Pldsmobiles were sold. • -
- The division closed out
the year by delivering 61,829
Decent bet% ,ihclucling
. 21,119 during the final 10 days.
Cook said that Oldsmobile's
and"..pioduction
records "reflect our optimism
in the national economy and
the future of the auto industry.
We are confident that 1978 will
be another strong year for
Oldsmobile."
J. F. Mattox, divisional
general sales manager, said
that Oldsmobile's 1977 success
is due primarily "to the value
StOCk and quality of our- Cats, plusinAmerica. the outstanding efforts of ̀Our
employes and dealers to serve







Manager of Scott's Walgreen
Pharmacy, on Chestnut St.
has just acquired , owners
interest in the store,' from G.
B. Scott Jr.
Graham a natiVe of Murraya stock price of 91,4 in January 1.
the New York Stock Ex- to 21 at the time of the merger. 
graduated 
fromg_





Business Ledger has reported. __for investors.- Safetranc -University-- Vat interupted hitIn addition, the 32 Kentucky- Systems a railway equipment
based stocks chronicled by the inzumfacturer, was Piieed at 
sfodet -to join the army -invionani. Daring month
Kentucky Business Ledger . 81/4 in January an* at 19N at tour of duty, Graham was arewarded, shareholders with merger time,•a profit of 134
cash dividends 10 per cent per cent. 
helicopter pilot for the 1st
- rrrePor,tect - 'Convenient Industries of 
on urban-concentrated 
—The business news tabloid's- America, Louisville, up *Rer devetoptnera.
January _issue rePorted-that-.ent.;__-_Liqui 
From 1978 to 1977 he was thett_Transportetitit.itv_inanam,.... far. Hickman.
skirts 9f only five of Ken-- Louisville, up 53 per cent; ---orahain °I-ntends for the
;tucky's-26 largest companies Brown-Forman Distillers. 'store, to provide a full line of
dednied-daring-1927'="Jelhe 4agnville* IT 46 Per drueilisand--simdtrDow Jona -IncTustrial Univeraaxi._gerods-t-m .coripcietbie prices:
- Averages fell nearly 18 per Louisville, up 41 per cent;
cent
•
were merged into larger
concerns last fall. One was -
Union Trust, and industrial
loan firm, which moved from
• . Humana; Louisville, up 38 per would like everyone to- comeThree of the five Kentucky cent; Kentucky Central Life, and see their fine fine nr.
stocks Vila- 'Iltelitied are . Lexington, up 36 per cent;
IDODGE OMNICOMING SOONJIM FAIN MOTORS
onnommoomotali
We're Reasonable
- Denting Your Budget?. _—
Cheek out our Auto Izmir.
ance rates. Our premiums are
lowest. And oUr reputation for





Oil milli II 11111111I 11‘‘
David and John Ed Scott-
DAMN NOTES
by Bill Boyd
Would you like us to loan
money to you? Actually, we
enjoy making loans. There's
one factor we have to con-
sider: will you be able to
repay the loan? We must be
sure of repayment in order to
protect our depositor's money.
When you need a loan from us, just explain what the








-Quality Appliances At Discount Prices"
West Kentucky Appliance
641 North, Murray




Denny Lane has re-joined Sons in Memphis, Tenn. He
Buckinghani itiy -Ltd. in was assistant merchandising
Murray as an assistant manager and manager of
Manager, contemporary clothing for
Lane will work in ad-N., that store. "In these positions
I gained valuable experience
that will help me in this new
position," Lane said. The new
assistant manager brought to
Buckingham Ray new mer-
chandising methods that he
anticipates incorporating in
theAre's sveration.- . •
Lane said he  is happy to be
back-hit-Murray and -looks
forward to serving his former
-titislothers at uciurgnam
HaY Ltd.
Lane is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Lane of Murray
and is married to the former
Diana Booneedaughter of O.B.
Boone Jr. and the late Glenda





Charles Cochran arid Rob
Ray, who own both
Buckingham Ray Ltd. and
Graham-Jackson say they are
lease  Jo have Lane back as 
his new position. They invite
his friends_ and solemn to
call on Lane when he may
assist--them--in-any, way. .
Lane • begin with
Buckingham Ray in October,




In January of 1977 Lane
bgetu._Wilrking_._WItb_ James
Davi-snap  for-Men-and 'Their
u111111111111k.
WINS AWARD - Buford Hurt, state manager of the
Woodmen of the World life Insurance Society, is shown
presenting to field representative Jamie Washer, right,
the Outstanding Field Representative Award for 1977.
The award was presented at the annual West Kentucky
Year-End Party in Madisonville. Washer was chosen for
- his all-around accomplishments in production, per-
sistency, fraternal activity and continuing education. His
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- "The flufinossmon's Choice For Fine Pr ingl -
114-14erth-TOTt—Timit Merioy, Ky. 4207f- 7534397
• - . .
/- .4/ 41...--<•" - •
Begley Drug Company
Declares Cash Dividend
The board of directors of
Begley Drug ComRstny has
declared a regular cash
quarterly dividend of thirteen
cents per share on the out-
The company has its central
offices and distribution center
in Richmond, Kentucky. It
now operates 45 retail drug
(solos in Kentucky and 50 Big
-"B" One Hour Dry Cleaners in
-standing common stack 01.41m—six-states. It is a publicly held
corporation payable February company with its stock traded








THEN Melt YOUR OWN VOLICYaNiTif
—
F E'R3  
RMICEER3
ERILEICUARD . •
Choose from a selection of flexible
insurance plans to protect your farm, home,
and personal property.
We can take your choice of MULTIGU.ARD
coverages and combine them into one
-comprehensive package of protection for
-your pr-O-Perty, plus itistitance 'for nistoT
the • • ity d f , . - 
may-face during personal activities. _ 
.
Sue US today AbDutt personalized
MaTIGUARO--insurance plan for your -
farm and family.
The Murray Insurance Agency
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Mounts Scores 26, Lynn 23 As
Lad i Rac'ers Win In Overtime
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When Jean Smith came to
- -: Murray State to take over the
post as the head women's
basketball coach, she didn't
- exactly expect miracles.
Afterall, the Lady Racers
were 11-17 last season and 10,
• of the-t5 members of the team
this season are tither fresh-_
- --men or sophomores.
Of all times Pita miracle to
take plaoe, 4t eanie-on Friday
the 13a) as the Lady Racers
were playing their 13th game
of the season. After trailing by
as much as 18 points in the
second hall, the Racers staged
a brilliant comeback and put
on an exhibition of how
basketball is to be played as
they escaped with an 84-83
overtime win over visiting
Eastern Illinois.
.11. was ashame more people
-Wahl thë11 fii-Svak-h. But
7-W-is-eop1e-tiho did jó-Wont
.home knowing they probably
eouldn't have found a more
enjoyable game anywhere.
There were stars and more
stars for the Lady Racers but
in the end, it was 6-0 junior
DRIVING THE LANE Ginty NOM Item Medd!:
(14) drives down the' middle for her opt/ becket of lite eveeleg
while an &Worn Mask player defends.
(Stn Notes by Me litualea)
cy4;7-v•ip FORD
TRUCKS
SEE THE BEST IN USED TRUCKS
SEE PARKER FORD
1977 Ford F700 Grote Truk Heavy Duty w/16' 4" steel bed.
& hoist.
1977 Ford F100 Renter XV Loaded. Only 5,300 miles.
1976 Ford F150 Superceb fleecier UT Loaded. Long w.b.
w/dual fuel tanks.
1977 Ford F250 Custom w/air, power steering & brakes.
Several other options.
_
1977 Ford Randier° 500 Steering, brakes & air, etc.
1975 Chevrolet Custom 10 w/28,000 miles w/V-8, etc.•
1474 Ford Courier Pick-Up. w/automatic trans. Only 19,000
miles.
1976 Ford F250 Ranger 4 w.d. loaded w/only 14,000 miles.
1972 Ford F100 Ranger UT Loaded extra nice tu-tone
green.
1976 Chevrolet Savored° Loaded, White.
197 Ford Bronco V-8, automatic, power steering & brakes
w/only 12,000 miles, big tires & wheels like new. Extra
nice.
1976 Chevrolet i ton w/long van body, real nice.
1977 Ford F100 Expioro! Loaded w/only 6,700 miles, white
w/blue stripes. .
1976 Chevrolet Vi % tony:111a*,asisatic, etc.










-James Parker 753-5180 , John Parker 753-1833
Joe Parker 753-2656
We else mat owl ea say te day bask. Cal et See Saba Notelleg 759-1916
PARKER FORD




DRAWING FOULS Jackie Jo Mounts of the Lady Racers get honked on this play under the
'basket. Mounts was responsible for helping four Eastern players foul out in the contest. Mounts
finished with 26 points and 13 rebounds in splendid effort.








If that's your situation, ask us about the
interest-free insulation loans we're offering in
cooperation with TVA. To get the loan, you first
request a free home energy survey. We'll come
and inspect your home, recommending_insula-
tion, if needed, and other energy-saving measur-
es.
If you have electric heat and need more attic
insulation, you can get an interest-free loan -
bring your attic insulation to at least R-19 value.
You'll have up to 36 months to repay the loan in
equal payments on your electric bills. Then you
can enjoy the energy and money savings for the
lifetime of the home.
This is too good a deal to pass up. Ask for the
free home energy survey today. Remember that
everyone is eligible for the survey - no matter
how you heat your home or apartment. Request
forms are available at our offices.
West Ky. Rural Eledric Cooperative-Corporation
West Broadway Mayfield, Ky.
Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so !can see what I
can do to save on my energy costs
through winterization efforts.
Putting a ceiling C Please have an energy advisor
on energy waste contact me about doing a- FREE energy
survey on my home and telling me
what I can do to save on my energy
costs
I am a 0 homeowner
0 owner of rental property
1 heat my home with electricity, natural gas,
coal, LP gas. Wood (CIRCLE ONE)
Power distributor
Account No. (if known) .
Most convenient time to contact me  
Name
Addrem
City Slats _ Zip
nose No.
•
TVA's Home Insulation Program
center Jackie Jo Mounts who
did the Lady 'Panthers in.
Mounts, who was off in her
game somewhat in the first
half, found her touch in the
second half and was un-
stoppable.
Not realizing she was un-
stoppable, Eastern Illinois
made the mistake of trying to
stop her: The result: Four of
the Eastern Illinois players
fouled out Ale contest.
Time and time again, the
ball found its way to Mounts
who found herself surrounded
but still, she managed to free
herself in the lane and work
inside for the baskets. When
she didn't score, she Was
fouled and she wound up with
six- charity shots on the -
evening.
By the time the game had
ended, and actually the one-
point margin wasn't really an
indication of the final five
minutes, Mounts had 26 points'''.
and 18 rebounds in an
awesome-performance,
Murray had trailed the
entire second half, down one
point 48-30, and did not take
the lead until 2:15 was left in
regulation play when Mounts
hit two free throws to make it
69-67. With 1:48 left on the
clock, freshman sensation
Laura Lynn added two more
free throws and it looked as if
the Racers were borne free.
But Murray could not hang
on to the lead and Eastern tied
- the 'contest -W101-jii5t five
seconds left at 74 all when
Judy „Furry hit two free
throws. The Racers got the
ball down in a turry and Rev
Parrish drove to the inside
'and was double-teamed. She
found herself a bit too far
under but still got off a shot at
the buzzer. The ball just
rimmed out, forcing the
overtime.
- Mounts opened the five-
minute overtime by hitting
two-free throws then after hot-
'shooting Sandy Thorpe of the
Panthers tied the game, the
Racers ran off six consecutive
points. Sophomore guard
Cindy Barris hit four of the
points in the streak and
Mounts hit . on _ a rebound
bucket...
Eastern cut the lead to three
and hit a long shot in the final
second to trim the final
margin to one point.
In the first half, the Racers
were up against a machine.
Eastern hit 19 of 32 field goal
attempts and 17 of those 19
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Colby 105, Pace 94
Columbia 74, Cornell 56
RPI 92, Alfred 74
Rider 71, Northeastern 65
St. Lawrence 84, Hobart 74
SOUTH
Lynchburg 109, Castleton St
68
N Carolina tent 103, Md-
Eastern Shore 88
Troy St 82, Jacksonville St
80
Wash & Lee 111, E Men-
nonite 70
MIDWEST
Knox 102, Cornell, Iowa 68
Luther 98, Simpson 73
Marquette 56, St. Louis 54
Neb-Omaha 83, S Dakota St
82, 30Ts
N Dakota 68, S Dakota 61
Wartburg 69, William Penn
64
SOUTHWEST
Ouachita 84, Hendrix 78
FAR WEST
Arizona 74, Tex-El Paso 60
Cal-Davis 74, San Francisco
St 69
Cal St-Los Angeles 64, Cal-
Riverside 61
Fort Lewis 93, Colorado
Mines 67
Humboldt, §t_ 71, Stanislaus
St 67
Lewis & Clark 107, Pacific,
Ore., 81
Nev-Las Vegas 91,111inois St
92
Nev-Reno 71, Loyola, Calif.
58
New Mexico 91, Arizona St
84
N Colorado 86, San Diego 83
N Montana 79, Rocky
Mountain 72
Northridge St 74, Cal Poly
Pomona 70, OT •
Oregon St 89, Southern Cal
82, OT
. ;St. Ma ry'sy,- Calif. 85, Pep-
perdine 82
Sacramento St 82, Chico St*
buckets came from the 10 to
20-foot range. The Panthers
then hit three of their first four
shots in the second half before
they finally cooled off.
"I 'didn't think they could
shoot that well for the entire
game," Smith said. "Sooner
or later, they had to start
missing° few shots.
"We've been working twice
a day since the girls got back
in town last Sunday and we've
changed our offense. We had
been playing 1-1-3 type of
offense but we've gone to a 3-2
to try and utilize our good
outside shooters.
"We feel that with, the new
. offense, it will give us more
Variation. If we're hitting-
outside, the other team will
put more pressure outside and
that will open up the inside
and middle for our bigger
people, thus getting us closer
shots," Smith said.
It worked. .
The Racers shot  ettremely 
*ell from the-outside, in faet,
_better_ than the_ Ftacer men._
Lynn was red-hot from the
right wing-and Barris was
very impressive at the point.
"We have more guards on
this team than anything else
and with the new offense, it's
putting some of the players in
a better offensive range. It's
the first time Barris has
worked, the pot for us,"
Smith said.
"We were really pleased
with the way she ran the of-
fense and the way she handled
the ball against pressure."
Also displaying a'- hot
shooting hand was freillinan
Bobbie Herndon who played
brilliant ball before fouling out
late in the game.
After Mounts' 26 points
came Lynn with 23 then
Barrix added 13 and Hem -
don's 10 rounded out the twin
figure Racer scoring.
"Mounts wasn't getting the
shots 1n the first half but she
was still getting them in foul
trouble. Then in the second
half, she got the shots and still
drew the fouls.
"I can't help but be proud of
these kids. Any time you come
lock from an 18-point deficity,
particularly when you are up
against a red-hot team like
Eastern, you've done a good
jOb," Smith added. ,
Murray had a big 52-39
rebound edge with Lynn, who
several times charged to the
-basket and leaped off the
-110Or, getting sil rebounds and
Linda Blackburn six.
-Blackburn, really came in
and helped us out. She was
very physical inside and she
played very -well An the
defensive end of the floor,"
Smith added.
Eastern finished with 33-62
from the field fcir a .532 clip
,whir' the Racers hit .441 on 30
of 68 shooting. One of the big
keys was the turnover
department. After falling
bepd by 18, the Racers went
into a fullcourt press and that
helped turn the game around.
Eastern wound up with 31 jimi„
turnovers in the contest.'
-Murray uttalts- record twl -
on the season. The Lady .
Atacersare scheduled to play a
5:15 p.m. game tonfght in the
Sports Arena against Lam-
buth and the game may or
. may not be played.
Eastern arrived here
Thursday and did not get
snowbound while Lambuth





Harris 2-7 0-0 1 5 4
Thorpe  11-19 0-1 2 2 22
Niemeyer 2-3 5-6 1 5 II
Archer ' 5-7 4-4 I. 4...,14,
Gavis 2-3 0-0 1 2 4
Saruaartas *a. 0-0 2 0 t
 14 2-2 2 5 4
Sargent 3-6 3-5 7
Furry  2-4 3-4 7 34
Cryder 3-3 0-0 4 5 6
Huber" 0-1 0-0 2 1 0
Totals 3142 )742 39 36 83
Murray State
rb Pf tP
felga ft-fta r p( tp
Mounts 1620 6-12 1 2 26
Lynn ' 7-15 9-13 2 23
Blackburn ....:; .14 04 5 2
Brasbear II-1 . - 0-0 0 5
Maddix 1-4 04 2 2
Hughes 0-1 441 1 p e
Parrish ... 1-3 1-3 2 1 2
Petrie  1-3 0-0 0 1 2
Gates  1-2 1-2 1 0 3
Herridco 3-6 4-4 2 5 10
Totals 3048 2443 52 21 84
Eastern 38 36 9-83
Murray 25 19 10-54
LAURA'S LEAVING - Freshman gourd Isere Lynn lenses the
scene for a minute as she gots flying eat if bees& after being
fowled one drive to tie bucket. Lynn, All-Stete guard for
Pencils Tilghman last season, romped in 23 Wits.
(Staff Motes by Me Ilraades)
PROFIT
,RAISEVG EARTHWORMS
Can You Answer "YES" to Questssris'
I Do you kke rms.'s hvesox4,
2 Do you want • buuness o4 row
3 Do v. need reoreownt
4 Do you he.; blorlt yard Or or*,
•
PERHAPS YOU CAN BECOME A WORM GROWER!
IF ACCEPTED AS A PRO(XUCER. WE OFFER
• Professional Guidance • Marketing Sen:1, e
• ExchangeMemliershio • COmplete Supplies
ACT TODAY' SEND Fop YOUR FREE BROCHtitte
Send near, salrma. Neon. eleme to
• 35 e•es 4.
- silerep.016•••••••••••.•••-...... ece
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Record: 4-8; OVC: 0-2
f4M-FTA PCT 5/4 Rtl AV AST -41 ST
43-56 1768 _117 101 - •
Johnny Thirdk41I -52-$125 .415
Jiainy Warren • 12 60-134 .448
•...00n111. _Wilson 11. 30-9-3 .419 1271c4, ,632
.'any Jarrett -_11—

















ar 76TTW 31 2
80' 22_ .1.8 -111_ 4 26 2
61 76 6.8- 7- •I-- „- 7- • it
6 14 -475- _ .E
.833 23 19 2.4
.000 21 24 4.0





1.000 ,_.2__._.3 1 0
.800 3 2 .3
-000 0 0 0 1
• .
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.6 I _ • 7 15




By Mike ,Elrahddri :
• Sports Editor
1 . _4.4 It was 2 weeks ago tonight. Murray State was preemelki-
to open its home Ohio Valley Conference basketball0 41 S •-gie I schedule.
2 -10 The Racers would methodically and rather boringly take
- • ,a 73-65 win over Tennessee Tech. That would leave Murray0 ID 2.0 with a 2-1 league mark after having opened the league
0 - 2 7' 0
3 -9114- 0 §, 0 • 19
'1












.484 . _1292.210_ __ .614 25 74 -a53
78 Arkansas-Pine Bluff 74
75 Bethel 72
76 Samford 77
71 • Kansas 106
61 rridiana 85







82 Ga. College 62
57 livingston 62
52 'New Orleans 59
85 Mercer 83
72 East. Tenn. 75
67 Tenn. Tech. 68
Broncos Loose For Sunday
Clash With Oakkind Raiders
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
The Denver Broncos, loosq
skyhigh, wjll be trying 'to
hoick-the odds and continuet&
American Conference's Super
Bowl supremacy Sundarwhen
they take on the Dallas
Cowboys.
The Broncos? who earned,.
Laker Cage
berth in the National Football . terbacked Dallas for 9% of his
League championship game 13 NFL seasons, played for
by winning the AFC West title them in Super Bowl V, when
with 12-2 record and beating they lost 16-13 to Baltimore,
PiAsburgh and defending _and was on the bench in their
NFLchamp Oakland in the triumph over Miami the next
-rlerdogs to Dallas, also 12-2 in. p ace-kicker who' 
, And .kwa. yerraw was tht became only the eighth player
carse---11i NFL history tO gain 1,030
-playoffs, are 542-pita. -
the regular season and NFC through with 3 field goels.- yards as a rookie, finishing
champions following playoff the margin of victory -- in the - with 1,6°7 and a d°zenrumps_ dOver _cilium°. 104 Neet.yurk jets, 14.7 super owns. Robert New h hadouse. .
belmeeetm - - :Bowl III upset of Baltimore. r*-- 721 Yarda-swillollebdovfns
five-year reign as the NFLGames With. champion. -
Lowes Off
  The twiabill Jeffrey
, GYmnasturn between Lewes
and Calloway County will not
be played tonight.
The games hat been
scheduled' for Friday but the
weatbsr forced the games to
be called and they were reset
for tonight.
However, a number of the '
Laker basketball players
reported having difficulty
with travel and the games
were again called. They have








J B MUSIC- MAGNAVO
A victory by the Cowboys Morton, a reserve most of the gn'und far the C°wh°3's-
would put an end to the AFC's his years in Dallas. and inef- Denver's rushing game was
fective as a New York Giants' more balanced with Otis. .
In all, American Conference
teams have won eight Of the 11
guper Bowls, losing only to the
 CoviWrifTh-1972 and to:Vince
Lombardi's Green Bay
Packers in- 11167--and-111611; the -
first two years the football
extravaganza wsis played.
One big questen , to _ be
answered after the 6 p.m.,
EST, kickoff is whether either
team is too loose. 'Usually a
fo-3t-tion, Super -Bowl team
appears tease - but not the
Broncos. Neither they nor the
playoff-hardened Cowboys
have shown any-sign of stress
from the week Of pregame
hype.
"I think they're reedy. But
there's always a chance you
can be too ready," Coach Tom
Landry said of his Cowboys.
And he acknowledged that the
late coulcT be a factor
1iriliii"Ii'tl be
hire a Monday night game, but
the tension will be worse
because this is a Super Bowl,"
Landry said.
- - of -the-Broncos are
new to the Super Bowl. Two of
the vets are pivotal players.













Mister Peniuin Tuxedo Rental. 112 Broadway
Paducah. Ky. 444-6520 s ,
sourimmeeMeolmln111111111•11=11111MIIMINIIM
0.•
starter for 24 .seasons Armstrong, 14winie Perrin andemerged from the darkness to Rob Lytle teaming for 1,353
finish as the AFC's No. 2 yards and 8 touchdowns.
passer in 1977. Dallas' Roger Over-all, Dallas was ranked




s:tayba 'S p Denver was fourth in-defense -
and a distant 12th in offense inreceiver- is Drew Pearson,
the AFC.
who finished third among NI
receivers with 48 catches for
870 yards and a pair of touch-
downs. In all, Staubach passed
for 18 TDsr




ATLANTA (AP) - Walter





-..`will be hesiWty for the
T1CAA." 
"I thinkboth sides feel a
fairly decent equity was
reached," Byers said at the
conclusion Friday of the 72nd
NCAA convention which was
classification.
Schools electing to go
Division I-A would then have
three years to meet criteria
for membership. -
However, Byers noted that
the _NCAA's television_ ott-
trad-with4he
next four -years provides_
guaranteed -appearances- for
Division II, agreeing that "it
certainly is a lure" for  some
schools in marginal criteria
highlighted by the-creation of areas - to choose the new
Divisions I-A and I-AA.
He declined to speculate
how many memSers would
fall into each category, since
the current 144 have 60 days to
file their declarations with the
NeAA office. Begird =War—
schools in Division for-
basketball with football teams
in lower divisions also could
chaise to remain in either
classification.
He said no guarantees are
included for specific ap-
pearances in I-A, and any
school choosing that group
whulik_hay_e_te„. " earn their
appearance - on the basis of
public acceptance."
The restructuring was the
major item adopted by the
convention Thursday.
JASY TWO - Cindy Barris of dm Rocers moves inside on apower drive and scores two of her 13 points. Barris ,•1sophomore guard, *god o key role in timid-113 overtime viol.
-
- 77
Well say this: Murray State Ls the toUghest 4-8 teani in
the OVC. And they may be the most talented 4-8 team you'll
ever set. When all the talent finally blends together, we
could be in for an interesting season.
As for the cage picks, the high school mark stands at 61-21
and everything lathe First Reg* Friday, except f orjalgh-season the previous weekend with a split in Death Valley, man-St. Mary, was wiped out by theanow. . • ---Morehead and Eastern Kentucky. ' Tonight, LOWES is at Calloway and I'll take the Lakers by ..Tonight, the ?dicers are again opening their homir--
schedule, the only difference is they are 0-2, having lost at
East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech, two teams the Racers
defeated on the road last season.
What does it mean? Very simply, it means Murray State
must go 9-3 over their last 12 games to match last season's
9-5 league mark_ And, since we have already lost in two
places we won at last year, it means we're going to have to
Win either all ofptir home games (5-2 last year) or in _Iwo
places we didn't win last year (4-3 on road). 
_
What does it mean? Quite simply, again: work.
As balanced (perhaps weak) as the league is this season,
a 9-5 mark should be at least good enough for third place,
which is just what that record brought the Racers last year.
To finish with an 84 record, which would probably earn a
fourth place spot and a berth in the post-season league tour-
nament, the Racers will of course have to finish 8-4.
Just how does Freddie Overton plan to go about bringing
us an fia4 or a 9-3 record down the homestretch? We think
we've figured it all out.
Over the past four or five games, the Racers have done
absolutely no running. In fact, they'uipeen content to take
the ball off the boards, hold it up and let a guard bring it
down and set up.
Will that type of ball change tonight? It's possible.
'though we still do not fully understand the reasons
behind'the three suspensions last month, we do agree thatthe Racers have been playing better ball. But, the suspen-
sions probably have nothing to do with that.
Murray has played disciplined ball and in order to win on
the road in the league, that is exactly what a tearn must
.have. When playing in front of a full house at Austin Peay,
--you just don't try and run with the Governors. We've made
that mistake before.
So maybe, the Racers may fool some people tonight and
come out running. And wifh-lhe depth they now have, they
can run much better than before. And, thesuspensions have
allowed Danny Jarrett to get much more playing time and
freshman Robert Kelly has even landed a starting berth.
The three players who were suspended are hungry for
their jobs. In fact, in Thursday's practice, junior guard
Bobo Jackson looked superb and looked nothing like the
Bobo Jackson we have seen in earlier games.
- So who knows?
Maybe, just maybe, things will fall into place. But,
Murray must win tonight and they must win Monday over a
:talented Eastern. Then, we go to Western and a win there
could suddenly catapult the Racers back into the thick of
the race.
You've heard it said by a thousand coaches that -they
must be the toughest 0-15 team in the country or they must
be the toughest 1-12 team in the country."
--seven in that one. •
- The girls' game will be one of the top attractions in the
state. I don't pickgirls games but, if the Lakers are going to
win, they'll have to play their best game of the season.
As for the OVC tonight:
Morehead at MURRAY STATE by 17-What better time tobegin turning things around than a game !against a team
whirl is aLsdhaving its problemsr
-Stamper State does not have the inside power to match up
with the Racers and the depth of MSU will prove too muchfor the Eagles, who appear relegated to play the role of the
spoilers this season.
EAST TENNESSEE at Western Kentucky by three The
Bucs, who must play at Middle Tennessee Monday, simply
have to win this one. If they do win this one then come
within 10 at *ddle Monday, then they are the team to beat
in the league. Western still may be minus 'James Johnson.
Tennessee Tech at MIDDLE TENNESSEE-Tech's
dreams of being a title contender end quickly, say like the
first 10 minutes of the game. Middle by If
Eastern Kentucky at AUSTIN PEAY-The Peay is 0-2 and
while Eastern may be a little better inside, they shouldn't
be able to win at Peay. Take the Govs by seven.
The OVC record for the season is 45-13.
The combined record is 106-34 for a .757 accuracy mark,
which isn't bad in anyone's book.
On Monday, the schedule is of course reversed. East Ten-
nessee 4 at Middle, Eastern is here, Tech is at Western and-t morehtild,la at Austfn Peay.
We'll have the predictionli on those games in Monday's--
column but it would appear; unless someone can pull off an
upset this weekend, Middle will escape with a 4-0 record
and be the only undefeated team left in the league.
The Blue Raiders rank sixth in the nation defensively, in
stats we received today from the NCAA office. Also, Herbie
Stamper of Morehead ranks 17th in the nation in scoring
with a 24.4 average while Mike Muff of the Racers is 23rd
with a 23.9. Stamper also ranks fourth in free throw per-
centage, hitting an incredible 50 of 53 for a .943 pace.
CORRECTION!
The hours listed in Trenhohns advertisement in
yesterdays paper were incorrect.
The correct hours are...
Ilea.-Thars. II a.m.-4 p.n.
Fri. Sat. I amt.-6M pa.
Seadays II a.m.-3 p.m.




At The Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Monday, January 16th, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
AT IT'S FINEST
*Lobster *Stuffed Shrimp
*Breaded Shrimp *Peeled Shrimp
*Raw Oysters 'Breaded Oysters
*Crab *Scallops *Fish Fillets
*Many Other Seafood Delicacies ONE DAY ONLY
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO BUY
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Winchester Introduces
SiodellMt Shotgun
The Winchester Model 1500
XTH. _shotgun. .a: 4eltxe
autoloader with one of the
strongest locking systems
available-today, has been
introduced by the Winchester-
Western Division of Olin
Corporation: . .
The Model 1500 XTR offers
functional and styling features
designed to appeal to the
shooter who wants that
something extra in his
automatic shotgun.
Among the gun's in-
noVatiOnS is a speciallf-
.contoured cocking handle-that
provides comfortable pd
efficient finger control when
cocking the bolt. The semi-
beavertail forearm is fluted
and has deep cut checkering
for a more natural fit and
firmer grip in the hand. The
carrier is • nickel-plated to
make it more.resistant to rust.
Both the forearm and
buttstock of American walnut
have the_new_Winchester wood
look, a warm, rich color that
greatly enhances the grain
and character of the wood,
which has a durable high-gloss
finish. White spacers or-
nament the buttplate and
pistol grip taw--
A deep-luster finish for
durability as well as esthetic
The Center For Continuing
Education at Murray State
University has announced its
Spring 1978 program. The life
and learning courses are
. offered by the university as a
'community service in adult
education., A„ variety of
courses are 'Offered, three of
Which I think.' Will be
.-!specrally interesting to the
area outdoor enthusiasts.
For those who would like to
,learn how bring in cooler-.
loads of crappie like the Boyd
brothers have been able to do
recently, a three-session
course in BASIC CRAPPIE
FISHING is being presented.
Danny Roberts will instruct
two Wednesday-- evening
sessicris (March Wand April
5) and cap off the course with
a half-day field trip on
Saturday, ApriL_L_ The par-
ticipants will be able to apply
the basic crappie fishing
techniques learned on either
Kentucky or Barkley Lake.
This course has met much
success in the past and will no
doubt improve the- 81,14ag' er
count of those who attend. The
course will be held in the Fine
-Arts Building in Room 640
from 6-10 p.m. on each of the
-- LOA:nes:lay evenings men.-
boned above. Cost for the
course is $15.
apogal highlights the barrel,
receiver, trigger guard and
magazine cap.
The winchester Model 1500
XTR shotgun will be available
in 12 and 20 gauge, with and
without the Winchoke system
of quickly interchangeable
choke tubes in full, modified
and improved cylinder. Plain
or ventilated rib barrels are
optional, in choice of 30-inch
full-(in 12 gauge only), 28-inch
full (in 20 gauge only), 28-inch
modified and 26-inch im-
proved cylinder. -- --
Chambered for - 2.-34-ineh-
sheilsrthe Model 1500 XTR-has
a rotating steel boltKead that -
locks directly into the barrel
assembly, a self-
compensating gas system that
adjusts automatically for 2-N-
inch magnums and standard
loads, and interchangeability
of barrels without factory
fitting.
The Winchester Model 1500
XTR autoloading shotgun will
be available in retail outlets
after July, 1978, at a suggested
list price of $238.95 for the
plain barrel; E260.95 for the
ventilated rib barrel; $251.95
for _ the plain barrel with
Winchoke, and $272.95 for the
venitilated rib barrel with
Winchoke.
We have iruggeclwatch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see-66r line(of
Seiko watches
A ten-session course on
HOW TO BUILD A KEN-
TUCKY LONG RIFLE is
being presented again this
year by Joe Keesla?: Anyone
who has seen Joe's rifles
knows he is an excellent
builder and an ideal instructor
for the course. He will give a
brief histOry of firearms and a
demonstration of procedures
and techniques used in, con-
structing- the Kentucky long
rifle, (stOcit shaping,-_Casting,
working brass and silver,
wood carving, and metal
engraving). Classes will he
held from 6:30 on
Mondays, beginning February
6 at Murray High ScbooL Cost
for the course is $25.  
Here is a course I think
should be a must for all out-
door enthusiasts - LEARNING
ABOUT BIRDS. It is
relatively easy and in doing so
it broadens one's appreciation
for the out-of-doors. • Clell T.
Peterson will teach a six-
session course on Tuesdays,
from 7-9 p.m. beginning
February---Tcat-Faenity Halt
room 406. The course will
enable people to recognize
many of the birds seen in
Weslern Kentucky. Ernphasis
-will -be upon, identification
through field marks, voice,
habitat, and seasonal ap-
pearance. Class will meet
every other weekf-Cost Mr the
course is $12.
To register for the above
courses, you may contact the
Murray State Center for
Continuing Education at 762,-
4159,or 762-2086 between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays through the
first class session.
If you prefer, you may send
a check in the arnifoimit
required for the course to the
Center for Continuing
Education, Life & Learning,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071. Be sure to
Include your name, address,
home phone, office phone,
; -Security number and
the name, of the course
desired.
Students are responsible for
purchasing or furnishing
needed supplies, textbooks,
etc. The additional cost for
course materials should not be
included in the registration
check. Those are payable at
the first session of the class.
Carol Hahn out on Irene
Terrace brought something ,in
to share with us. A close friend
Of her's' from Janesville;
Wisconsinites come up-with a
unique collection of wildlife
recipes. Simply titled, Wildlife
Piqs Must never Replace pird-cogs
Our very worst fears have been confirmed. Slut lives! Although in the
_Iebeita4_175 Aluttangs,. we specifically begged'otherwise. a reader has written
_ ..in and stated that. it was...not a pack of „Iles about Slut. The .700-pound
. _Eirrilish sow d' het-. Shevlittpidirtiturtriellige and-pliesartt. She _did...retrieve
snipe .and.. .rabbits. And if _you really want your (las Friteli to - • --• -
•-When fF-o-ur--snoortirgtiITd 'Rehr -ott-the ftsiitu.at.
.Stretch, and be as elevated as a Dog upon being shossit the Gun." A pig!
Seven hundred' pounds of pig at that. Wagging her tail, panting to-go hunt-
ing! -England. the land that gave us"Shakespeare and setters, how could you
do thisl
_Alas, Mr. _j_ohri Shephard of Taylor. MiChigan, Subirtlited incontro-
vertible evidencr-.--He- quotes from att--4401 copy' of- Rtirel-SPorft, "Of this
most extraordinary animal will be here stated a short History, to the Ver-
acity of which there are hundreds of living WitticssFs. Slut was bred in New
Forest and trained by Mr. Richard -roomer and Mri Edward Toomer to
find, point and retrieve Game as will as the best Pointer. Her Nose was
superior-to any pointer the Toomer's cscr possessed!" There is even an oil
• painting of Slit on point wi,th-her-front leg cocked.
At all costs we must prevent pigs . from ever replacing bird dogs. Think
of commanding "kennel" and having a 700-pound sow jump into the' back.
of your station wagon. Or shouting -fetch" from your duckblind and
nig 700 . pounds of pork hit the water! Imagine reading before a cozy. firc
and instead Of a • handsome pointer or Brittany curled up on the heatth. -
their is this huge pig snorting and grunting ill !ICI ,It'ep. The mind reels.
Licensed Hunters & Fisherman
% of 14440tileliwi - 
-FISCAL tacgrist.0 % OF
'EAR • HUNTERS POP.
1952 - 43,902428 7.09 17r-127%896 152.271,090 -
1969 .l.3.)2,52$ 7.2Q.__19,06Q.6a4 10.56 126%
1965  14,330.549 _ 7.38'20.496,517 10.55 17.93 .
1966 14.351:768' 730 21.329.167 10.85, 18.15 
1967 14,085.732 7.39 - • 22,129,662 11 14 18.51 - 36%-
1968 
. 
14.931.270 7 44 23,060,332 11 49 18.93 +.42%
---1 4PriTtattt






15.973,327 7:71 25.747.478 r 12.43 20.14 +.71%
15.298,243 • 7t33 • -- -16022.547 - 19.79 -.314-.
15,509514 ' -7.3T 26,212,001 12.46 19.81 - +.04%
16,397,369 , 7.74 27,080.305 Z(J,S1
. 1-6.191„807 7.83 4. 27.516.61794
caU 202-376-810r'
,1976 Fed Aid Office ' WA at Printing
5 Dept.lot._ _
Source: NRA EtiltettliOM & Training Depe:
Recipes, A Unique Collection,
the author, George Etachay
has made my mouth water
with the thoughts of tan-
talizing recipes like Coral
Mushrooms (which in-




squirrel. At the same time,
Bachay has made me raise
my eyebrow without my
flinching, however) at recipes
for Poor Man's Caviar (Carp
Eggs), Barbecued Crow, and
of all things-Starling Stew.
To some, these recipes may
net be attractive. On thb other
hand, there are no doubt a few
hearty souls who will back me
at trying anything once and
make it an occasional part 'of'
the diet,if it is liked. The book
also includes interesting
recipes for beaver and
,Two of the most appealing
animals we know are the lamb
and the fawn. The reasons for




Yet the roles these two
animals play in our world are
quite different. At first glance
it might seem that the lamb
has the better deal. Usually,
he will be born to a well-fed
mother on a farm or sheep
ranch within the collective
security of a large flock, or
even the protective walls of a
barn. The odds are great that
his lifetime will be oxvtially
peaceful. For he • is a
domesticated animal,.a_
commodity of commeicril
value from the moment-lie-is-
born.
The fawn, on the other hand,
is born wild, often to a half-
starved mother still suffering
from the rigors of a severe
winter that taxed to the limit
her ability to simply Survive.
He is in danger from the
minute he is dropped, from the
elements, from disease (there
are no veterinarians in the
woods) and from a variety of
predators. Before he reaches
a year's growth, he also will
have to face winter's chilling
temperatures, deep snows and
slim larder in direct com-




beverages. Copies of this truly
interesting cookbook can be
obtained f;om the Janesville
Gazette, One South Parker
Drive, Janesville, Wisconsin
53545 for $5.75, plus 50 cents
for postage and handling.
Here is a little tip that may
prove useful. I have found the
convenience of a handful of
stamped postcards handr--Speaking of catalogs...here
when sending off for a free is one you may be Interested
catalog or information seen in in. With all the recent cold
an advertisement in my weather and snow, you may be
outdoor magazines. Whenever thinking about rounding up
I see something that interests warm clothing. I have just
me in an ad, I save time and ordered a Eddie Bauer
expense 1v _using the post- catalog which features goose
Jards. There are times, down-filled jackets and other'
however, when a postcard warm gear. You can receive
cannot be used. Some com- your catalog by dropping a
panies require 25 cents, a post card to Eddie Bauer,
dollar or same other smaller Third & Virginia, P. O.,. 89z.
charge for their catalogs. In 3700, Seattle, Washington
this event, it is not recom- 98124.,
mended that you send cash! It -
is advised you send a personal
check or bank or postal money
order. Personal checks may
delay your getting your in-
formation by two or three
weeks, that being the usual
amount-of time for a check to
clear at the bank. The bank or
postal money orders are your
best bet.
relatives who can obtain food
from a browse-tine that may
be beyond his 'reach. If the
food supply is !Milted by over-
population and the winter is
too long or too'severe, he will
be the first to Starve.
There was- a time, ages..'
back, when the Iamb's destiny
would have been similar to the
fawn's. But, along the way.
Nature's most intelligent and
resonrceful predator, man,
discovered that it was much
easier to guarantee a food
supply by culling tame
animals from a captive flock,
than by the riskier method of
hunting willones whose speed
and senses were superior to
- his. So_ certain animals were
_ gradually converted to a form
--ofheniviilerit captivity we call
domestication.
By chance and other fac-
tors;several varieties of sheep
were so selected. The deer
was not. Then, over -the
centuries, man's food
gathering activities, like
others, became even more
specialized. No longer do we
all gather and butcher our
lambs individually. Most of us
pay others to do this for us.
Obviously, it is more efficient':
this way.
The practice his now gone
on for so long that, when we
select a neatly-wrapped
package of lamb chops from
the meat counter, we often
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 6-The
Frankfort office staff of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources will
move to new quarters at 592
East Main Street, Frankfort,
commissioner Arnold Mitchell
said today.
The move is planned for
Wednesday Jan. 11, Mitchell
said, and all correspondence
should be directed to the
forget where they came from
or how they got there, and that
part of their price goes to pay
our specialized, proxy
predator.
The dinner table may also
be in the fawn's future some
day. For venison is quite
delicious, and there are still
those who find challenge and
enjoyment in gathering some
of their food by the older,
riskier method called hunting.
But the odds remain in favor
of the deer - as much as
twenty-to-one in his favor at
times. More likely, he will
eventually succumb to
starvation, disease,
harassment from -your free.
running petdog, or a speeding
auto on a super highway we've
recently - cut through
range. In any event, few deer
die of old age.
Frequently we hear from
those who claim to weep for
the fawn because his life may
some day end at the hands of a
hunter (when he grows up). It
is curious that we never hear
them weep for the lamb.
We say weep not for the
pheasant but for the barnyard
chicken, not for the antelope
but for the feed-lot-steer, not
for the fawn but for the lamb.
For, if you had your choice
of being born -a fawn or a
lamb, which would you
choose!
Michigan Out-of-doors
department at the new ad-
dress. There will be no change
in the telephone numbers for
divisions of the department
and no change in the zip code-
40601.
There will be ample visitor
parking in frOfit of the
building, Mitchell said, arid
the move should pose no in-
convenience to those doing_
business with the department.
From 2 to 140 h.p. available
Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor
Higbee, 94 East 8 Miles From moriay
501-759-1872
•
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Local wen dairies U.S.-Cubs tam"
Bass Anglers Discourage Tourism To Cuba
FhI Raileg lendiesit %rim hillier
Indians taught the early
New England setttgrs to plant
a fish along with their corn
seed, thereby _ provtdieg
_ Fisheries in Bayfield is bot-
tling ep to a ton per day of
"Lake Superior Fish Fer- _
tilizer." The emutstion can be
This'll dill You .
When& underriii-Seinsitaelogfrsh-Fat-cfogrish















































there are many Americans guest of a U. S. tour Service If you happen to be one-d,
willing to let it remain a and the Cuban government to those- who, stoutly maintain
dream until we can be sure participate in a ̀ United States that times don't change much
our Atria vs: Cuba Bass Fishing its possible that something'
and ammunition forincreased Competition' to be held this might have missed your at-
Cuban adventurism." month on Treasure Lake. I tention the morning of the first
"Therasesraver 60 million,- to iiinote the spreaof
fishermen iii theU. S.," said - Communism, :it's also every
the 4A-year-old Scott, "and it is American's responsibility at
not often we are collectively this time not to go," Scott
drawn into major  _political  stressed.
"Americans Trading -Hasa States should not underwrite the Florida-based national situations. Sportfishermen areFor Communist Bullets," the Communist regime in Bass Association; leading speaking out now because we
Says.H. A. S. S. Cuba through toursit -dollars bass boat moniitacu_trers.. deal have any desire to
MONTGOMERY, . even while Castro coritinures Forrest Woad, president of conTrigr-e favoiiible to the
S. anglers traveling -to Cuba to defy all that our country Ranger Boats, Flippin, Ark., economic future of Castro andare "trading bass for Corn- stduds for," Sen. Allen said. and Joe Reeves, president of his Soviet cronies."
munist bullets," says Ray-. According to Scott, of major___Hydra-Sports, Inc., Nashville. Scott. who believes there is
Scott, presiden tof the Bast__ Concern to some U. S. officials--Twin.; and George Paik, no immediate prospect of the
Anglers Sportsman Society is Cuba's role in Africa as a publisher of Fishing Facts reestablistunenti of U. S.
( BASS), the nation's largest military proxy for the Soviet Magazine, Menomonee. Falls, Oben trade relations, tirgailla
fishing organization. Union. Currently, after a brief Wis., also said they woulitlhat "ow tourist dollars spent__
Consequently, Scott is 'warming of relations between disCourage anglers from in Cuba can only be turned
asking the 270,000 members of the U. S. and Cuba, U. S. spending time or dollars in into investments for the
.the organiation, based in pdlicy,..has suddenly ,tAiba. Corninunists.r 
Montgomery, to support ef- toughened, said Scott. He was 'We agree there's no sense Congressman Dan Daniel
fixts WASNACAlgerinigi.40114-3-iild..in Igtitr *ix t,D-yajt
Cuba. Lending en- Minority Leader Howard H. eiples of democracy by inmander
couragement to Scott's action Baker, Jr. (R+Tenn.) that traveling to , a Communist Legion, concurs, _saying, "I
are several United States "Cuba has refused to discuss country just to catch a few cannot support any type of
Senators and Congressmen, the presence of over 15,000 fish," said Scott. "Freedom is relations with a country whose
and numerous professional combat troops in Angola and worth a lot more than a primary exprcit is revolution.
bass anglers. over 800 military advisers  in  stringer of bass." Scott said the Bass Anglers
a "American sportfishermen Ethiopia. The Cuban forces Tr! Scott added that his three Sprotsman Society plans to
and tourists are being lured to both countries aretielpin gthe putlications, having a corn- cinti nue its move to.
Cuba to help bolster Fidel respective Communist bined circulation of more than discourage tourisni to Cuba.
' * er -ME -6 regimes stary in POWer ''-' -=--- half -inIllion readers, are 'Hopefully, we'll pick uC tr no as o s u ng ler nomy a Pe Y.
and, in effect, buy bullets In his letter to Scott, Bak longer accepting ad- additional support from other
which will be used to further pointed out that "the United vertisements, promoting organize tio'ns and in-
the escalation of Communism, States does not have travel to Cuba. This decisions dividuals," he explained -
especially in Africa and Latin diplomatic relations with he indicated, would cost B. A. "Certainly, it's every
America," Scott said. either country (Angola and S. S. Publications more than American's right to be able to
Since the recent easing of Ethiopia), and considers the $26000 in 1978. go to Cuba, but unless we want
travel Yestrictiens tosCuba, presence of Cuban forces in
numerous travel agencies both countries as an effort by
have begun actively the Soviet Union, through
promoting trips to that island, Cuba, to gain new power on
notes Scott. Bass fishermen, the African continent. Indeed,
particularyly, are being the Administraticehas stated
touted on the opportunity to there will be no new initiatives
fish Cuba's Treasure' Lake, toward normalizing relations
once believed to harbor a with Cuba until they are
possible world record bass, he prepared to start withdrawing
said. military troops and advisers."
"Even if I knew the world's- --As- publisher of the nation's
largest bass was in Treasure largest bass fishing magazine,
Lake, I couldn't in good BASSMASTER, and two other
conscience, go to Cuba to try outdoor magazines, Scott said,,..
to catch it,". Scott declard. fve received several in
'Catching such a fish is a •vitations tofish in Cuba. Most N, 
dream of  angler,but recently, I was invited as a
Another time the Jeepster
barbecued a distributor.
Phooey! Then there was the
time the old forty-eight bobtail
did to the clutch what the
Indians did to Custer. Even
the plants. Agriculture - has
now become complex, large-
scale and diversified, and
fertilization is not the simple.--
process it once was. However,
fish processors can now turn
messy byproducts of fish
filleting into a nutritious
fertilizer. Developed by David
StuibeT, 'food .scientist with
the Sea Grant program at the
University of Wisconsin-
Madison, the fertilizer helps
solve the increasingly difficult
fish waste disposal 'problem.
Use of the fertilizer on crops at
th-6 tratirrilty Of-Virsco-ritin's
Experimental Farm in
Ashland have shown positive
growth results, and Bodine
processe in on
hours, allowing the fish waste
to be disposed of on a daily
basis. The fertilizer is madt
by adding certain acids to the
organic material to help break
it down into nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium.
This acid stimulates a natural
enzyme digestion process
which also creates nutrients
for the plants. The emulsion's
acidity prevents bacterial
fermentation, allowing
sarage for three to four years--
A chemical is added to cover
undesirable fish odors, and
—61G-heti oil-deters Pei
smelling the fish and rolling
on the plants.
- National Wildlife Federation
ABF Tourney Scheduled
Big Lake Okeechobee is the
location for the first American
Bass Fisherman qualifying
tournament. Last year the Pro
anglers took over a ton of fish
in thie biurney With all Bali
being released to fight another
-day. 4
This year ABF is guaran-
teeing a $25,000 minimum
purse, including cash and
prizes, PLUS who knows, you
may  matt for the Grand
Foul Wheeling
By %imp Brooks
Prix of Bass Fishing which
p%sibly may be held in Cuba.
The Okeechobee Open is
being headquartered out of
Angler's Marina at Qewiston,
Fla. Entry fee is $250, with a
$50 deposit required to put
your name on thelist.
Practice sates of this
contest are the 29th, 30th, and
31st with the tournament
beginning February 1 thru
3rd. Oft.lirnits will be from
January 19 thru the 28th.
The paybacks are based on
$3,000 being escrowed for the
Grand Prix.,
For :further . informatioii
contact: American Bass
PishermanT--1341 -Box' 1097,
Auburndale, Fla. 33923, 813-
967-6637.
A
siorv. indicai6 it's pretty had down there:
- -
There Was once a brilliant sturgeo• n on-the staffaf
the community health tishility. He was, in fact, one of
its lloomiers. Wiser than Salmon, a- fin fellow who
would never shrimp from his responsibilities, he was
successful and happy; he always whistled a happy tuna.
(The-dae--6This patients, a mere 'vhiptict snapper, -
told the sturgeon -that hi; medical theories- were TruW-
_of igsaltaise,r, wad-started
-e-eeeyheiay4hM;The:'6turgeon's treatments
more eel than he had been, and the actually cafidigki
him with a malpractice suitI
_s
Well, the sturgeon was in a real pickerel. The board
emandeci his oyster, and chased him off the staff. But
t e case smefi-toligli`heaven, s9-ite nirge kienittriEF
plaintiff's dais._ The board tried to hire the stufggon
back, but by then he had hit the bottlenose preity hard,
and-therrid•of Oui shadiaitis that thessio icoirwound-
up on Squid Roc. Buoy! Isn't that a fine kettle of you-
know-what? _— lamer:Thom in Nuggets
'Tourists' Trash
Threatens Wildlife
A young buck deer was
found dead recently in Sequoia
National Park and a field
autopsy revealed the
suspected cause of death to be
four poptop lids in one
stomach and part of another
lid lodged betwen two of the
deer's four stomachs. Most
likely, thegioptops lacerated
the stomach lining, causing
inflammation and eventual
death. Park visitors, excited
at the sight of. wilpfe, often'
attempt to attract the
animals' attention and draw
them closer by tempting them
with food or by throwing
poptops, gum wrappers and
paper. Many animals eat the
trash. For this reason, laws
exist which prohibit the
feeding of wildlife in national
parks. Signs are clearly
posted and citations will be
issued to violators so that
wildlife will be protected from
such thoughtlessness.
The Secret Life Of The Forest
• R U NA1-1 N G
In Texas-the state having declined, and so did several big-snow in 1978. the Red Runt wasn't immune. two twenty line.. It teava bad Although most people
Probably think a wild forest5 S-.- mem- professional bass fishermen." .CaHoway-eoanty -is - no-- - ltdropped a clutch cable once. noise friend.
-is-teeming-wit-114Wbee-ifop. -tissuo-ij, ,-s. sm., Among those joining Scott to longer. . immoblized . -or And --another time the . Theres two placesiztalour ...__harves‘ed ons_ac • .1_ _ .. , .  _ John Tow-er (R Tex) said he discourage totwism- to Cuba perilizeciorwbat have you by watercitiset sFarig a wheel drive that get to yo_u. -sierile and lifeless thrbacka Scott's views. -',1 Am- are Bill Dance of Memphis, -the advent of-tbe cold white "bobacio-us" leak. It laver rni ' transfer ,case and the _ opposite is true.
port the efforts of the Bias Tenn., the 1977 Bass Angler-of- Stuff. Friend, it appeared that
The live biltifiherman is an
artist at his trade. And just
like the dry-fly purist, or the
bass fisherman who uses
plastic worms the live bait
angler must pay particular
attention to his equipment.
For the successful bait
fisherman knows that a wide
variety of baits matched to the
quarry, is the formula for
success.
While there are times when
the bait is suspended at the
end of a line with no bobber, in
a "tight-lining" fashion, there
are also occasions when it is
desirable to use a bobber -
_both for presentation and to
tell you when a fish is on.
Generally speaking, the
' less-than-expert bait
fisherman uses a bobber that
is far too big for his purpose.
According to the Mercury
outboard fishing experts, the
bobber 'should be just big
, enough to hold up the hook,
bait and sinker. (The sinker,
by the way, should be just
large enough to take the bait
down, slowly and naturally. )
Most bobber fishermen use
6
I 1
power saw with bad bearings
that hasn't been oiled in eight
years cutting thru a sheet of
hoirse hog that got-jabbed
with allot 300 hooked to a
front end. Both of these areas. 
ritr-ees"fahatilve_alib' 7.14,0-(f-ii.i-Ts 'v e toAnglers 
Sportsman society to--the-Year; Rayattieekewidge four wheeLsPive rigs were Just when the awesome _nave a strong pull at the hip
height.
t' tesi S
-discourageltIl members froth- rf Paragould, Ark., ,winner of coming right rout of the wall eagerly awaited Utopia of the- pocket where- the wallet - Pa itirrt crojistraveling to Cuba at far the 1973 BASS Masters aassic paper Thursday morning this first big snow arrives and the normally resides,. This noise -tricech;g gnd-
came from the front end.
I would have parked it right .
then and drove old you know
who's four wheel drive but she
had hid the switch keys
somewhere. There ought to be
a law against wives who get
four wheel drive addiction. I
tell you she has absolutely
stole the CJ 7. I would have a
better chance of slimming
down and being a jockey fizr
the next Kentucky Derby than-
I do of getting-that jeep back.
Sure.-AfiylXidy -out lose a--
„_-_-hiLndred itat SlIti Founds.
Anyway the Red Mule ap-•
peared to be the only way to
go.
Maybe the jinx broke. For
some reason the noise quit.
Belieye it or not, I got in a full
day's snow time. Although as I
write this the sneaking
suspicion lingers that a pinion
bearing is growing very near
to becoming garbage. •
Sometimes I wonder about
all you other four wheelers out
there. Maybe its just me. Or
maybe its got something to do
with snow.
APP Y--- - F-0 U R
WHEELING. Yea Rah white
stuff!
'time," Tower told Scott. tournament; Tom Mann,- week.
__"cehen ---edirenterism should Eufaula, Ala., third-ranking -In less than an hour I must_
not be rewarded with all-time pro in S. S.----fitiVe seen over two htualred-s
American tourists' dollars." tournamnets; and Hugh buzzing around all over the
Massey of Murray, Ky., place, apparently un-
winner of the 1977 Bass concerned with the condition
Casters' Grand National. All of Afie slick streets. And often
were invited to participatein. some of them stopped to help
the U. S.-Cuban -tournament, out a few of the daring souls
Dewey Yopp, president of
U. S.-Sen. James R. Allen
(D-Ala.) also shares Scott's
beliefs. "I certainly agree
with the Bass Anglers
Sprotsman Society's view that
the citizens of the United with the two wheel pull per-
suasion that frequently
malfunctioned as the stuff got
deeper..
Ever since the Wife "dedided
Slip Bobbers And UV. 
Butyour truly was-bottñisb!O?thy
in with publie her jeep 1
...been more or less confined to.
getting ardund in the Red
Mule. That's the Jeepi Quck.
Which isn't bad. I don't recall
how many years ago it first
came to my attention but it
was several to say the least.
What I mean hi say is this.
The four wheel drive that I
normally happen to drive, be
it 1964 or be it 1978 or
anywhere else has one alar-
ming habit. Every year when
the first major snowstorm
hits, look out! Invariable, my
'set of four wheel drive wheels
takes a notion to "lay down."
One year the old forty seven
blew a headgasket. Phooey!
clip-on or snap-on bobbers
which are affixed to a specific
spot on the line. They limit
your fishing depth and make
casting quite awkward.
The slip bobber, usually
made of plastic, has a hole
through its center, which
allows the line to be fed
through the bobber so the bait
cap sink to most any depth.
And the coinbination of hook,
sinker and bobber can be
reeled up close to the rod tip if
you want to cast yOur bait to a
special spot.
The depth can be preset
using a "bobber stop." These
are small devices which you
affix to the line at a point
between the bobber and the
reel. usually consisting of
some type of bead and spring
arrangement, they enable the
line to be reeled completely
for casting to reach those deep
lying fish.
If live bait is your bag, add a
few slip bobbers to your
fishing paraphernalia as you
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four wheeler goes stark crazy
bananas with the joy of it, the
rig has -Id -
something almost heart-
breaking.
It's just not fair.
The Red Mule you ask
about? Oh yes. The .day prior
to the white stuff it proceeds of
its own desire evidently, to
completely and absolutely
disintegrate a water pump.
Imagine the.--TV- set going
lerplunk the hour before the
Super BoorrAiterthe picture? -
Thanks to the ttirimr_:_e_fforts
of Cnuck and Diwyrout at e
Jeep place the Red Mule was
back in going shape by
nightfall.
What a relief. Come on
snow,--.1t _did. The white stuff
finally got here. Off we go the
morning of the Teat day. The
Red Mule ar,d I that is. We
even got an early start. Just
about the time we get maybe
ten feet out of the carport
there is a noise.
There are lots of noises I
guess. Like Woody Allen
standing petrified in front of a
solid brick wall and mean Joe
Green coming at him doing
ninety-five miles per hour.
Like a Black and Decker




24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business-
Storey's
FoodOlant
Open .7 pays A. Weejc
8 a. m. MOO p. m.





_:.s.utting off the sun's rays, so- 
•
-*17.asmisd4M/1.'_the GirPti fluor_ is dark and__ 
almost completely devoid SURPRISINGLY, there's- Usually More plant and animalof
small plant life. life on a harvested forest than in a mature wild one.
There are no brush, no
seedlings, no saplings, and
therefore few wild animaIX‘
TieCiUSe thIS new growth *-
what feeds and shelters the
whole spectrum of animal
life froth deerto deer mice.
Managed forests are truly
teeming with life, however.
-- a Jew -months-alber-
an area is harvested -new7
-growth Ittertz As soon- -as-
..'there's enough.food and
thelierv-the-_enimalAtagela-
tion begins to increase. Fir,'
'come the tiny eaters. 0.
seeds and insects, then
the browsers like deer
and moose,. and finally the IN _A HARVESTED FOREST stumps -provide food
predators. for insects, and those are food for other animals. Brows-
4 In hario..tpik-reas ma animals eat "young - trees arid -bushes in a hat- -
stumps are rich sources of -vested area, and predators-4r1 smarted, too
food for ants and they, in . - •turn attract the black bear;-seeds and-bark of shrubs, can benefit from managed
the woodpecker and the Maple and aspen trees forests: Nature will cooper-
. skunk. . give food and shelter to ate with filial, if man learns
Many* kinds of grasses. browsing animals -such as to cooperate with Nature.
grow in clearings. Hidden at the .deeig, moose and here. This article -was preparedthe roots, eating seeds and As soon as the animal popu- by -the St. Regis Paper Corn-insects youll often find lation gets big enough, prod-- pony which-together withdeer mice, masked shrews ators such-ar-the red-tailed the other members of theand star-nosed moles.' hawk ,and the great horned forest product; industry-is_ Raccoon . and, owl arrive.. So do. the red vitally concerned with main-hacked thrushes are attract-- fox, the weasel and the taming the beauty, and use-
ed by berries that crop up. lynx, fulness of America's.forests.The red-backed vole eats the Both men and anitmk Fr.--the-generetiortss-to-erone.
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
- Hunting & Fishing licenses
Uncle Jeff's
Spoiling Goods Dept.
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Specializing in servicing tires 4 w.D Vehicles
''Widest' Selection of 4 Wheelie() Tires
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Purchase Area May Become First Region
• • • •
The Purchase Area
Development Distrkct
PADD) may well become the
• first region in the nation to
take advantage of the
Department of Labor's




County, and the cities of
Murray, Benton, and Hick-
man have recently signed
contracts With represen-
tatives of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor to anticipate in
the grant program.- Federal
standards require 144 hours
related training for project
recruits. Agencies are eligible
for funding up to 25 per cent of
the force's present number of
officers.
.
The program will provide
190 per cent funding of
salaries for one year and
-possibly two), and additional
benefits' for each recruit. 001
In addition, monies may in
the future be provided to
obtain additional equipment




agreed to contract with all
?chase Area •units of







E. Showy 3 Negative
flower 4 Cupolas
11 Tavern 5 Later
12 Pantry- . 6_1511hvig
14 Cloth 7 Hindu
rneasuie 
5 Engine, 8 In,tials of
17. French fbr 2ft11
summer s- --Pf-esident
18 Mari s 9 Dutch
nickname town
19 Advantage IQ Retreat
21 Preposition 11 Juncture
22 Customs. 13 City in
4 Symbol for Nevada
nitron 16 Dwellings
25 Danish 19 Conducts,
island oneself
27 Cheer 20 Teased
26 Pronoun 23 Swift
29 Ponder 26 Chemical
30 Pre- compound
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am Eutaw tai •
umm umuum h.'
31 Note of 43 Periods of
scale time
32 Conjunction 44 For fear
33 Time yet • that
to come 47 Weight of





































fh•tr. by United Feature Syndfee Inc.
ticipate in the program. Whet'
this is accomplished, the.
district would be the first in
the Nation to obj.ain 100 per
cent participation in the Law
Enforcement Apprenticeship
Training Program (LEATP I.
Other - -Of
government have- been
"working with Howard Pierce;
apprenticeship coordinator
for the Kentucky Department
of Labor, and the PADD to
obtain information and apply
for the grant assistance. -
The City of Murray recently
signed contracts for Jour
- recruits, estimated by Police
Chief Brent Manning -to save-
the taxpayers some $34,000 the
first year of the program.
Marshall Ceunty, the first ,
county in thewation to receive
contractual • agreement,' has
been allotted three ap-
prenticeship slots, and the
City of Benton is expected to
receive monies for two
recruits. '
'According to Benton Mayor
Coy Cresson, the program is
probably one of the first to
fully meet the law en-
forcement needs of a rural
community.
Upon applying for the grant,
Mayor Joe Rainfelt, City of
Hickman: stated that the four
"River" Counties have had an
extremely critical need for
funds to provide more law
enforcement services.
The City of Hickman, ac-
cording to Pierce, will be
ible for two apprenticeship
slot which would total ap-
proxtmately $15,600 in grant
monies.
. The program is stated to
officially begin when a cer-
tificate is issued to the par-
ticipating law enforcement
department. In effect, Mar-
shall County, Murray, Benton,
and Hickman cities should be
able to begin implementation






justice planner for the PADD,
stated that the "lack of
numerous restriction, red
tape, and federal guidelines
makes this .undoubtedly one of
the best programs to come
through the law enforcement
operations in the past few
years-- Due to the
foresightedness of this area's
local officials, the program
will enable the hiring of
needed law enforcement of-
ficials to provide protection
.and Crime prevention in their
communities at no additional
• cost to the citizens." .--
• ̀ Commissioner James
'Yocum, Deputy Com-
missioner Den Utley, and Mr.
Pierce of the Kentucky.
Department -of Labor, have
certainly rendered a great
servise to the people by
bringing this program to the
State of Kentucky," said
Kash. -ft is an outstanding
example of what can be ac-
complished through the
cooperative efforts of our local
officials, state planning
agencies, and state govern-
ment."
Pierce stated that he will be
contacting each Purchase
Area city and county law
enforcement department
within the next few weeks, and
would be available at the next
meeting of the PADD Board of
Directors, on January 16, to
explain the program and
answer any additional
questions about it.
Oriental Art Exhibit At MSU
'A special eahibition and sale Tjie modern pieces consist
. a pamenately 500-piaaagasT.T,--Tet,W- large group of origiftal
--- -.original Oriental art will be __who dcuts, etchings,
---- -.presented by Marson Ltd. QE lithographs, serigraphs, and
Baltimore, Md., at Murray mezzotints created by such
State University on Wed- renowned contemporaries as
nesday, Jan. 18. Saito, Azechi, Mori, Katsuda,
Health Care Projects
Six Western Kentucky
proposals for new health. care
facilities were approved in 'a
recent meeting of the Com-
prehensive Health Planning
Council. 4 c•-•
Approved, in the meeting
viai the 80'fistruction of a -110:-
bed. facipt consisting of 90
intermediate care beds and 20
personal care beds for Van-
ceburg- Health...Care, Inc. in
Owenktoro.
A proposal by the Christian
Church Camps of Western
Kentucky, Inc. for the con-
struction of a 72-intermediate
care and an 11-skilled nursing




the go-ahead on its proposal to
provide emergency and
convalescent ambulance
service to Crittenden County.
The Graves County Board of.,
Hearth received consent for
their proposal to construct an
addition to the existing health -
department.
The council supported the
Marshall County Public
tal Aittritt Corp's
proposal to purchate Benton
Municipal. Hospital."
And John Karay of Bowling
Green received endorsemenj.
of his proposal to construct a
58-bed intermediate care
facility f or the mentally
retarded and the develop-
mentally disabled.
Under a provision of the
Social Security Act, proposals
made by certain health care
facilities are subject to review
by the Department for Human
Resources. The law is
designed to protect consumers_
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BE HAKEN WELL








▪ - SE. A.
To be shown from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of tjae Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the
collection to be . exhibited
includes works from Japan,
China, India, Tibet, Nepal,
and Thailand.
Some of the oldest prints
date back to the 18th and 19th
_century and include Chinese
woodcuts, Indian miniature „mospbere and visitors are
paintings, and manuscripts encouraged to browse freely
and master Arks by ?uch through the collection, which
artists as Hiroshige, includes a wide price range of
Kuniyoshi, and Kunisada. _ work for sale.




EAT OR ESE EATEN,
KILL OR BE KILLED„,
Iron Once State's
Number One Mineral
FRANKFORT -At a time
and Maki.
A representative of Marson
Ltd., which specializes in
arranging exhibitions and
sales„of original Oriental art,
will be available to answer
questions about the work,
artists, and the various
graphic techniques employed.
Prints are shown in open
portfolios in an informal at-
'Tenter Furnace which is
when coal is king in Kean-air-, located onthe Land-Between-
hard to believe that iron the Lakes, was built in the
was once tle-state's reigrilng-2840s and was used off and on
for about 65 years. It was the
last charcoal fueled burner in
Kentucky," according to
Mills.
Built around 1854, the
Cottage Furnace located near
Irvine in Estill County
operated until 1879. The
furnace was made of rough
hewn sandstone rock.
The Red River Iron Furnace
near Fitchburg in Estill
County was built in 1868.
Considered the largest in the
world-it was'a double-stacked-
structure that stood 60 feet
high.
"Kentucky had several
resources necessary to the
19th century technology for
the iron smelting process.
Those were shallow ore
deposits; large forests and
navigable streams. - They
made possible the 19th cen-
tury iron boom in Kentucky,"
Mills said.
mineral. About 150 years ago,
the iron produced in Kentucky
ranked the state as third in the
nation in iron production. And
to prove it, there are more
than 70 historic iran furnace
sites scattered across the
state.
According to Gloria Mills, a
historian with the Kentucky
Heritage Commission, those
furnaces have been identified
in 23 counties. Many can be
found -in Lyon and Trigg
counties in the Land-Between-
the-Lakes. They are also
located in Boyd and Carter
counties, and Greenup County
alone has 15 furnaces and
furnace sites.
"Of the total number of
furnaces and furnace sites
found in the - state, four are
listed on the National Register
of Historic Places in
Washington, D.C. They in-
clude the Bourbon Iron Works
State Furnace, Center Fur-
nace, Cottage Iron Furnace,
and Red River Iron Furnace.
The towns in which they were
located thrived as long as the
furnaces survived. And, by
providing employment for the
residents, the furnaces for-
med the basis for the local
economy," said Mills.
The furnace that is known
today as the Bourbon Iron
Works was the first one west
of the Allegheny_ Mountains.
Built in 1791, it is located near





Julian Carroll today appointed
two new members to the
Department for Human
Resources' Institute for Aging
and re-appointed two others to
ne17r. terms.Mildred il B. Gabbard,
Booneville, was named to
replace Katherine Nienaber,
• Covington, whose term ex-
pired. Dr. Gabbard will serve
-until IkeSePNt. orcihe"i97m8,. Covington,
was named to replace Dr. Leo
• Oppenheimer, Covington, who
resigned. The unexpired term
ends Sept 1. 1980.
' Reappointed to terms that
• will expire Sept. 1, 1978 were
.Walter Fuelling, Louisville,
aqc.1 the Rev. Stephen




Public radio station WKMS-
FM at Murray State
University presents an
assortment of programs each
Monday night to help area
listeners understand and
appreciate other cultures.
Among the ethnic programs
is "Encuentro Hispanico" at
8:30 p.m., which features
music and information about
Spanish and Latin American
cultures. David Shields of
Paducah, a Murray State
senior, hosts the locally-
produced program.
"You Are On IndiarpLand"
at 9 p.m. is a program of talks,
interviews, documentaries,
and music of native.
Americans. It is produced by
WSLU-FM in Canton, N. Y.,
for the benefit of non-Indians.
A program of news,
features, and music for blacks
entitled "Soulflight 91" is
broadcast from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m. Intended to be both en-
tertaining and informative,
Abe_ program blends album
soul music and disco sounds
With local and network
features and news.
WKMS-FM broadcats in
srterecr at 91.3 on the FM dial,
serving listeners in-Kentucky,
-Tennessee, Missouri, and
Illinois. The 13,000 watt station




The supplying of bleacher material in the
Murray-Calloway County Park located on Payne
Street.
Funded By: United States Department of the In-
terior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation - BOR
Project No. 21-00435
SINUS
Sealed bids will be opened by the Owner: The
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation
Board, 10th and Payne Streets, P. 0. Box 224,
Murray, KY 42071.
Date: Feb. 3, 1978
Time: 5 p.m.
1111111111 INSTRINEITS
Bidding Instruments consisting of materials
may be obtained at the Parks and Recreation
Dept. P.O. Box 224, Murray, KY 42071.
REJECTION
Owners reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and to waive any infornialities in the bids.
By: Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Board
1 legal •Notice
AS OF January 13, 1978, I,
Thomas David Locke,
am no longer respon-
sible for any debti other















submitted by 12 noon
the day---before
publication.




who works at Emerson
Electric in Paris. Shift
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Willing to go earlier and




classes will be held at







Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets law as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BIBLE FACTS
How_may, we be saved?





to the end." These are
four steps which there is
no Bible way to change.
For Bible help call 753-




























- Times - 
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness and sym-
pathy extended to us
during the illness and
subsequent death of our
. mother and grand-
mother, Mrs. Marie
Oglesby.
A special thanks to Dr.
Charles Clark, Dr.
Richard Blalock, and
• the fourth floor nurses at
the - Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for
their special care and
concern while she was
hospitalized; the Rev.
Thomas Fortner for his
consoling words; the
Leland Peeler quartet
for their music and
songs; to the donors of
food and flowers; and to
each one for their love
and coriretsr.-17-
May God's- richest
blessings- be upon eieh
of you is our prayer.
The Family
5 lost And Found
LOST FOUR YEAR old
Collie. Has collar with
rabies tag. Lost around




my home 72 hours per
week. Starting January


















position in local new car
dealership. Experience
not necessary, but
willingness to work and
learn is. If you are









wanted. Top pay. Good
tips. Part time or full
time. Call 444-9223












































COOKS AND CAR HOPS





















with education and ex-
perience. Excellent
benefit program. Ap-









after 5 p.m. L-13.
--WANTED litATEIRE
. woman to keep . first
grader, kindergartener,









15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD, $15.00 and
up. Quick delivery. Call





half off. Pantsuits $8.00
reduced to $4.00, $10.00
reduced to $5.00.
Blouses, $1.00, $2.00 and
$3.00. Dresses, $4.00.
Rrewashed flannel
shirts, $4.00 sizes up to
AA. ...Blue jeans, $7.00
reduced to $3.00. BIG
SAVINGS. Come to
Kirksey turn right on
464, then go straight to
Mt. Hebrew Church,
then turn left. Open 9 a.




chain saw. One 500 lb.
platform scales. One 20
lb. produce -M1-scale.
500 wood and steel










110 South 12th Street.
USED CROSS TIES -
en or land-
ping, or- post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
ONE AUTOCRAT gas
- heater; 70,000 BTU
hourly input _rating,
$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75......-
Call 753-2424.0==
DINETTE SET, table and
Total image Alpha ll-IUIL Call
Ultra Diet. Earn money`4994326.
and loose weight. Call




business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 6't per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795 -




-- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,.
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14. Want To Buy
"WANTED - Beaver - 2
- year old breeding pair
fed' restocking wild area,
Please reply to R. S.


















-- style sofa and chair. $75.
Call 489-2742 after 5 p.
m.
19 Farm Equipment
4430 JOHN DEERE with
20.8-34 tires and duals.









reworking. With 1965 150
h. p. MerCruiser engine.
Call 474-2788 after 4 p.
m.
22 Musical








Avoid Ceitly Nemo lessors
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nemo tweed sed epereted ever 31
teen De mei elle teedriver arse
is /Miami(









Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our




tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South







J and --13 Music-
Magnavox, Dixieland
Center. Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1968 12 X 58 NEW MOON,
3 bedroom, all electric.
Carpeted and air con-
ditioned. $3M0. See at
Riviera Cts or call 753-
3280 before 5.
- 14 X 65 SAHARA mobile
home. Partially fur-
fished. Central heat. All
electric. Call 489-2157
after 5.p. m.
1971 KING GEORGE. available. Call Mike
Call 753-2567 after 4 p. Bra nnack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
30. Houses For Rent
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
central -gas heat. Near
Tr -City. $195. Call 753-
0430 or 7534206.










1971 MOBILE HOME 12




12 x 00 TWO BEDROOM
Winonr- =bile 'Borne:
Call 753-6242.
12 x 61 -MARIOTT two
bedroom gas heat. Nice.
Located Fox Meadows.
$4,500.00. Underpinned.
Ready to move in. Call
753-1877 or 753-7974.- -
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
TRAILER, central heat
and air. Near school. On
big lot. $120 and deposit.
Call 436-2658.
HORSE STABLE for




Female, 6 Months -old.











rent, at Riviera 'Courts.
Call 753-3280. - -
MOBILE HOME Spume. -
-Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South










females. $15. Call 437-
4164.
311232111M1
Home for a Song "Hey
-look --me- -over"---and-
_discover what a bargain
-this 3 beditoiii-brick
really is, with large den,
'patio and fenced-in yard.
Located in .Robertsoiv--







Just. listed, this ex-
tremely neat and at-
tractive 2 bedroom brick
home in Lynn Grove.
Recently redecorated
home on large lot and
located only 6 miles
from ifurray:Priced to















Tasteful setting for a
Uksteftil, restaurant or
, make your grand en-
trance down saindIng
-2'staircase in your own
- home. Near downtown...
. zoned business. For
--turther informattotreall-
- -today. 75141t:
1, 0 avyT A -7CFB S
REALTORS










753-422, or stop by our
conveniently _1
office at 711 Main -







551 *own *tomb Es,. 
WI.. Mine hiserasead
Red Wets Ageism In. bee
',voidedia cursor of e
reetwv of seatiusees service.
If yea used SI appraisal to
dotormia wigs of par
armSul yea. IVe're waft
ler row 10,0Wohli
'Waimea '-: templet* tea-




V/ says temiiis. Am well
va bay, Wows Imo &






just waiting for your
family. Not much to- do
here as It is in tip-top _




, 753-1222 for information-
on this home and all





arincEspAcEror _rem___C LEA N. UP S ROp 
Idealand secretary area. Call 
location on New Concordmanorningsytimemm751403-.3 257,






32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT 2 bedroom •
furnished apartment.
21/2 miles out. Call 753-
5693.
SLEEPING ROOMS for






ONE OR TWO GIRLS,




- Med. No pets. Call 753-
 \ 3106.
FOR LEASE
Main Street Texaco, 15th and Mairr,Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair.




SW ore assarfartorws of dwastaal spearetties ler tittlindlostriel,
bietttrtissiel sod csaronwelal woritots.
If Too are a bard Widifair *fit. straws &sire fir socor4O1, (soar
@swim's' Wiesuall ors will Stosst ow Sow awl away ts hap_
roe hocorso socomial.
$200 ts $330 weakly draw owl lissomly's opsiost liberal PIM.
whams. Expense ollowaws 'We training. ficolloot frig*
bumpari.
Seed Resume to: DELTA FOREMOST CNEMICAL
Rn ROI 90315 Mesnohis, Tenn 19190
or phone 1100-2311-11150
An Equal Opportunttf Employer















18 ACkES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on black
to road.  This can be 
bOugEr for less than
- $600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farrn has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer; Realtor, 505





















Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.




612So. 9th 753 5 71 9
I FOR RENTlies famished S bedroombosiee for 4 w S wisps girls.Cal 753-51145 lays or 753-5111S after a p.m.




chen and bath. $75a
month. Utilities paid.
Apply at Ofrvette
Linea, 1E15 Main St. or
phone 753-2202.





A SLICE OF NICE -
Extra sharp 4 bedreodI
home recently listed'








garage, cozy den, and
step-saving kitchen.
This is an excellent buy
in the low 40's. If you
want to make the family
happy in '78, make your
appointment now to see








121 SOUWir,--6- FOVITill, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths brick
veneer, large kitchen &
dinette, central heat &
air. 1/4 acres, 3 mi. from
city. $37,500. Call or









FRAME house in Stella.
Call 753-9396.
BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 1L2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fence ll backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
753-9732 or 762-6970.
48 Automotive Service
HOLLEY 750 dual line
carburetor, factory hi-
rise intake, Mallory dual
point distributor and
Hooker headers for
small block Chevy. Call
759-1233.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
MO-PLYMOUTH Sports
Fug. Can be seen at
Grogans Trailer Ct.,
trailer No.. 34, 9.4 East.
1971. FORD VAN
Custotniied, 40,000
- aides; aUtomatic shift,
sump.. Call M4328....
42100.011:





base, 10" spoke wheels





Eight track tape. Bucket
seats. Red inside and
out. Very sharp $2200
firm. Serious inquires
please. Call 759-1791,




condition. All power, low
mileage, extra OM GSP
7534435.
1970 LINCOLN_ Con-
tinental for sale Ar„Till
















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
• high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
m w HAVW TROUBLE
1678 GH‘WHOLET 12 -P-140111-190§ istAt -
passenger Bea uville
van'. 350 CID - engine.
Front an& rear air.-4
condition. Excellent
condition. Call 753-6308.





Call 759-1999 after 5 p.
m. call 753-4571.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
TWO 1962 Oldsmobiles for
Calt_17S.-
. 5352.





Call 7534441 after 5 p.
m.
1975 DATSUN pickup.
og  bed  Perfect
--_-_ eittnditRin.-Colf 436-2260.
-1972 FORD ftanger-XLT.
All power and air. Call
489-2302.




paint, 8,000 lb. winch.
New tires. AM-FM tape
deck. Real nice. Priced
reasonable. Call 753-
7317.
1975 34 TON FORD truck,
needs some body work.
Call 489-2157 after 5 p.
m.
1977 DATSUN 280Z. Can
be seen at 412 N. 7th
Murray. $6500.
1971 VOLKSWAGEN,










Indian. All extras. 14,000




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203
Then call 7534614-.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
leptic tank work. Field














-olow glass and glass








needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John No.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
•
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




exterior. Also dry wali







roofs sealed. Call Jack
- 7GIOVer753-11173 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
WILL HAUL ANYAPpe4
white rotk, rip tap. and -




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.













*ATM AND CLOCK Commerdial
repairing. All: week TfiCusTrial.
guaranteed. Call-359----__Ilifirtees. Car
1231. _ _, Me„ re,' walls,_ professionally '-'cieained
-and maintained. Con-DO YOU need stumps
removed froth your yard-
or land cleare,d„of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,














Company Inc. Air con-















by saving you money.
Call. 759-U20.-
QUALIFIED TEACHER
will do private tutoring
for dvildron grades 1-8
and Nigh School English.















T I MOTHY.----AND---rsd-- -
clover hay. 8 ft. wheel
type Ford disc. Two row
John Deere drill. Rotary
Hoe. Call 437-4164. '
111111 LBS. round bales of
mixed hay. $24.00 bale.












The perfect home. Whether you yearn to be a lan-
dlord or need a place for the in-laws, this home
will meet your needs. Located on College Farm
Road, this home has 3 bedrooms and 2 baths. The
efficiency apartment is completely furnished
and has bedroom with a fireplace. Definitely put
this home on your list of houses to consider when
purchasing, a new home. Call John Neubauer






Pain Rodgers 753-7116 Br e Ratterree 753-1921
Linda Drake 753-0491 Bob Rodgers 753-7116
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Mrai Gracie. M. Nesbitt of
519 South 13th Street, Murray,
died Friday at 1:45 p.m. at the
Murray-_Ciltloway County
HospiterShe was 74years of
age and a member of the
uth_ Pleasant Grove Uniteda
Methodist phurch.
She was pre-ceded in death
by 'her husband:- • CuIlle
Nesbitt, OD Devil, 19'O, and
by one daughter, Mrs. ha
Gray Charlton on June 4, 1974.
Born April 27, 1903, in
Calloway County, She was the
daughter of the late John Pitts
Smotherman and Minnie
Radford Smotherman.
Mrs. Nesbitt is survived by
One daughter; Mrs. Dorothy
Higginbotham, ,1203 Kirk-
wood, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Clover- Boyd, Murray,









children, Ronald Charlton and
Mrs. Melinda Stuber, Lone





incomplete but' friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
funeral licene_atter,liyes.,rn.,_
—todari-Seturday+-:-!
Joe Dick, chairman of the
Board of the Bank of Murray,
announces the election of
James David Parker to the
Board of Directors of the Bank
of Murray.
Parker is a partner and
general manager of Parker
Ford, Inc. of Murray.
He is a graduate of Murray
James David Parker
High School and will receive
his B. S. Degree-in Business
Management - frOM - Murray
State University in May of
1978. -
He holds membership in the
Society • of Professional Sales
Managers, Ford Division. He
received 'a Sales Managers
Award in 1975 and a Business
Management Award in
Accounting in 1977 from this. _
Society.
--Fte-ls active in the First
Mrs. Fudge Dies At
Paris Nursing Home
Mrs Jessie Floyd Fudge,
age 92, died Thursday mor-
ning at a nursing home at
Paris, Tn. •
futieralArranaements
are incomplete, but the Milder
Funeral Home of Hatelwill be






will formally install the 1978
!church offiCers in the regular
worship service at 10:30 a. m.
on Sunday. Jan. 15.
The officers to be installed
are Ralph Lorenz, president;
Jack Benton, vice-president;





George Friebel and LaVerne
Burke, trustees.
They will be installed by
Pastor Robert A. Brockhoff,







dence is a demon-
stratie project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
'Older, AND a
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
753-536g.
Baptist Chureh, where -he is
presently serving as a deacon
and Sunday School_ superin-
tendent of. the Seventh and
Eighth Grade Departments.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Parker of Murray, ,
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Grogan Roberts and Mrs. W.
Hafford Parker and the late
Mr. Parker. He has one sister,
Miss Beverly Parker, Who is
presently a-senior at the
University of Alabama.
Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor At
Services Sunday
The .Memorial Baptist
Churtli - will hold regular
worship services at 10:50 a.m.
and seven p.m. on Sunday,
Jan. 15, with the-.pastor, the
Rev. Jerrell White, as the
speaker.
"The Great Flood'-" with
scripture from Genesis 6 to 9
will be the morning subject,
and "Where Cain Got His
Wife" with scripture from
Genesis 4:16-26 will be the
evening subject. J. T. Lee,
deacon of the week, will, assist
in the services.
The- Rev. Ron Hampton,
minister of music,' will direct
the song service and special
music with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Diane Mien
as pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the
evening service.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Training Union will
be at six p.m. on Sunday.
The Family night supper
will be at six p.m. with prayer




Holy Communion will be
celebrated at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday, Jan. 15 at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport as the
celebrant.
Serving as acolyte will be
Mike Shore with Jim Wenzel
as lay reader. Pat Harcourt
will be in charge of the nur-
sery. Page Bailey and Ashley
Miller will be ushers, and Jeff
Blodgett and Gl•eta Tim-
merman will be presenters.
Church School and the
congregational meeting will
follow at eleven a.m. on
Sunday.













Will Be Bro. Dale
v.
COOL HITCHING - Frosty, a giant snowman, ap-
pears to be looking for a ride south as he hitchhikes
along Milwaukee river parkway in Glendale, Wis. Bob






a legend in American politics
on- a simple foundation— a
love for a country and its
people that he translated into
action.
The five-term . senator,
former; vice president and
near president, who died
Friday at the age of 66', spent
half his life in the political
arena, most of it in the Senate.
A former mayor of
Minneapolis, he_ __went .
WastIngton as a brash-yeeng
liberal in 1949, fresh from. a
divisive appearance before
the 1948 Democratic National
Convention and acting as if he
could...T.00m the world
cause while respecting the
rights of others drew the
praise of conservative Sen.
Richard. Russell of Georgia,
who had called Humphrey a
"damn fool" during the
Minnesotan's first week in the
Senate.
_But HatiiiihkeY.:Isijeck
most conspicuously in his
longing to become president.
He tried three times, almost
four, and once he nearly won.
He lost in the primaries. in
1960 and 1972._ In 1964, he left
the Senate: 11 -_I bteiiiii-4--vret-
president under Lyndon
Johnson';`• and that became his
undoing in 1968, when .he
finally won his party's
presidential nomination.
overnight. inc 'dieuial!
He died a senior statesman, height. Humphrey, who had
a liberal respected 6Y- arch- made a prom* to back
conservatives, a man who Johnson's war policies; stood
could take failure calinlya-by has oath while anti-war
without grudges __or__ bit- Sentiments mounted. Nixen,
ternesss, and look forward to who said he had a "secret
his next attempt. .
The 1968 Democratic
presidential 'nominee,
Humphrey refused to let his
defeat_ to Richard ".M. Nixon
destroy his spirit.
"I intend to continue my
dedication to public service
and to the building of a
responsive and vital
Democratic Party," Hum-
phrey told tearful supporters
in his concession speech. "I
shall continue my personal
commitment to the cause of
human rights, of peace and to
the betterment of man."
. He was not timid about his
ideals. . H1 1948 cdfiventicin
speech, in which Humphrey
successfully promoted a civil
rights plank, split the party
and caused a walkout by 35
southern delegates.
His first Senate bill
proposed free hospital care for
the elderly under Social
Security. As early as 1949, he
advocated national health
insurance. He was considered
the father of the Peace Corps.
A versatife lawmaker who
confessed to be interested in
everything - in one year
made 509 Senate speeches on
topics ranging from French
politics to wildflowers of the
Northwest.
Perhaps his best known_
legislative feat came in 1964
when he pushed the Civil
Rights Act through Congress.




plan". to enCthe war„ was
elected, by just 510,000 votes
out of 73 million cast.
"The longest day of my
life," Humphrey recalled
later, ".. . to lose to Nixon. Ye
Gods. No warmth, no
strength, no emotion, no
spirit, no heart. ... We could
have won it. We should have
won it."
But Humphrey, as always,
came back. He was elected to
the Senate again in 1970, and
re-elected overwhelmingly in
1976.
It was then that he almost
made his fourth presidential
bid. He made it clear he was
available if a contentious
party needed his services. But
the strategy of a former
Georgia governor shut him
out, and he tearfully an-
nounced in April 1976 that he
would not be a candidate.
Six months later, cancer
was found in his bladder. A
year after  that, terminal




"Same Old Things For A
New Year" will be the subject
of the sermon by Bro. Kenneth
Hoover at the 10:30 a.m,
worship services on Sunday,
Jan. 15, at the University
Church of Christ. His scrip-
ture will be from Hebrews 8: 1-
13.
The six p.m. serinon topic
by Bro. Hoover will be "New
McCracken County Grand Horizons" with his scripture
Jury has indicted two from Joshua 1:1-9.
Calloway Countians for drug- Ernie Bailey will direct the
related charges. song service with Robert
In an indictment on multiple Hendon to make the an-
felony counts relating to the nouncements. Reading the
use of forged prescriptions to scripture will be Richard
obtain a controlled drug, Smith with prayers to be led
dernerol, the grand jury in- by Larry Dunn,
dieted Stacy Brandon, Route Roland Goodgion, and
1, Almo, and Rita Knight, Prentice Dunn.
Route 1, Almo. Serving The Lord's Supper
Ms. Brandon is charged will be Jack Wilson, James
with four couats of obtaining a Feltner, Mark Alls, Terry
Schedule II non-narcotic Smith, Duane Dycus, Tim
controlled substance by fraud Feltner, Jimmy West, David
and misrepresentation and Taylor, and Harold Grogan
Ms. Knight is charged in Nursery supervisors will be
connection with two counts of _Hazel Berkley, Joann Sim-
obtaining the substance. mons. and Linda Fain,
Marty Wilson, Paris, Tenn.,* -- Bible Study will be held at
is also charged in connection 9:30 a.m. Sunday. The young
with the case. The three are men and women's training
alleged to have passed forged classes will resume Sunday
prescriptions bearing .. the 5:15 p.m. in the church annex.
names. of local physicians to The ladies Bible class will be
obtain quantities of desuerol at held each Thursday at ten
va riot's times in October, 1977. am. in the annex.
=taster of tge First thristian
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Behold, The Eternal
Is Doing A New Thing!" at the
1045 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Jah.15, at the church.
Margaret Porter will direct
the _chancel chior as they sing
the anthem, "I Will, Lift Up
Mine Eyes" with Jane Hutson
as organist. Leah Fulton will
be warship leader with Amy
Roos as candle lighter. Mr.'
and Mrs. Jim Boone, Mrs. Jo
Crass, and Gary Crass will be
greeters.
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Lyle
Underwood. Deacons will be




Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., and Vespers will be at
six p.m. Sunday.
The Senior Youth Group will
sponsor a chili supper Sanday,
Jan. 15, at five pan. in the
ellucation building. Cost Will
be two dollars for adults and
one dollar for children under
the age of two. The public is






Baptist Church on giincraY,
Jan. 15, with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, pastor- of the
'church, as the speaker. His
subject at 10:45 a.m. will be
Project Independence.
a program which provides
services to older persons
needing assistance in order to
remain .active and in their
homes, is initiating a fee
policy whereby an individual
will be billed for -services
received, based on his ability
to pay.
Calling it a sliding fee scale,
Charlie Wix; Project Director
for West Kentucky Allied
Services would have to pay for
them - only that those who
have the means to do so will be
expected to help. out:a_
Noting that the .billing
period would begin on March
1, Wix sakithat services would
continue for those now
receiving them, and that no
individual would be billed
until the had been contracted
by his local Project
Independence Worker, and. a
proper assessment had been
made, these workers are now
in the process of contacting all
those receiving services.
"Many people have been
making donations tai the
program," stated Wix, "and
many others have expressed a
willingness. to help pay far
their services. We hope that
this new policy will allow us to
continue to provide a needed
service. While recognizing the
independence and 'dignity of
older citizens in our area. We
know that a lot of people will
have questions about this
policy, and we hope that they
won't hesitate to call. But we
want to make absolutely sure
that .we provide as much help
as we can to those older in-
dividiials who need it."
For additional information
about Project independence
call 1-800-592-2986, or 247-25661
UMW Company Session Is Set
By The Asiociated Press
Another negotiating session.
was planned teday ' In'
Washington, D.C., as the
United Mine Workers strike
moved into its 40th day.
Two-hour sessions were held
Thursday-and Friday with the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, the first sessions
since talks broke down Dec.
30.
Both sides "in* exchanged
_some ideas,' .1
President Arnold Miller after
the Thursday meeting.
The strike began Dec. 6
when the 1974 contract 'ex-
pired. Some 160,00 UMW
'fts---"Disciples with scripture •
from Acts 1:12-14, and his
subject at seven p.m. will be
"Replacing The Missing" with
scripture from Acts 1:15-26.
Wayne_ Halley. minister of
music, will direct the Church.
Methodist Church
-To Hear Dr. Fisher
Choir for special ;music at-bah' Thi---Re-et-i3FT--james A.
services with Joan- Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
will sing a solo at the evening
hour. • ..
Dan Shipley, deacon of the tett Will be from Luke 9:57-62.
week, and Randy Sorrow, Paul Shahan will direct the
minister of youth, will assist in chancel choir and Bea Farrell
the services. will be organist. Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 
M. C. He will be the
greeters. Buddy Simmons and
5:45 p.m. Jonathan Overbey are serving
Volunteer nursery workers as acolytes.
Sunday morning will be Mrs. Church School will be at 9:45
Bobby McDowell, Mrs. Randy a.m. Sunday.
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. The youth will meet at 5:30
David Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Don p.m. for a snack supper with
Robinson, __Miss Patty Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Brown
Robinson,Mrs. C. W. Herndon, in charge. Both Senior and
Miss Elizabeth Herndon, and Junior High youth meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Butch Turnbow, will follow at six p.m.a
Fisher, Sr., will speak on the
topiei---'-'-Not For Sale," at the
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 15, at the First
United Methodist Church. His
VVeather . • • (Continued From Page 1)
members wre idled, chopping
the country's coal production
in half.. - -
Authorities say the cold
weather of the past week has
kept most miners home
In UMW District 29, head-
quartered at Beckley, W.Va.,
meetings are being held so
miners can decide if they want
to contribute to miners relief
funds, which.are designed to
help miners who are in dire fi-
nancial straits.
Bro. John Dale w I spea at
the 8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m., and
six p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 15, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church pt.
Christ. Mark .Pugh and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service.
The morning sermon topic - 
will be -Some More
Nostalgia" with scripture
from Jeremiah 6:16, and the
evening sermon topic will be
"Before --You Marry"- with
scripture from Matthew 19:3-
6.
Johnny Bohannon and
Randy Wright will make the
announcements with Mike
Lyons, Mike Thomas, and
Eddie Rogers to read the
scripture. Prayers will be led
by Larry Evans, Bob
IaMasturtorin Watson; Jona
T. Carpenter, Joe Garland,
and Mitchell Mowery.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jimmy
Ragsdale, Ronnie Sills„ ,Frank
Hargis, and Emmantiel
Manners. Edwina Elkins' will
be the teen nursery helper.





Bible study 'will be held at
9:40 a.m. on Sunday.
New members of theI-church
and their families will be
honored at a dinner following
the evening services on




INKMS-FM, the radio voice
of Murray State University, is
broadcasting National Public
Radio's "NPR Recital Hall"
series at 8 p.m. each Friday at
91.3 on the FM diaL
The winter schedule of -the
series, now in its third year
on the "coast-to-coast NPR
network, is centered on a
broad range of compositions
for smhll chamber ensembles
and soloists recorded live-on-
tape in the United States and
abroad.
"This season offers
everything from some very
early compositions from the
1500s to the world premiere of
a jazz concertino by Meyer
Kupferman, with top-flight
artists performing," said
Fred Calland, NPR senior
music producer.
Among the artists to be
heard during the series are
violinist Aaron Rosand, cellist
Joscha Silberstein, and fluti"
Jean-Pierre Hempel. „
area were just above freezing much of - Other Utilities in the region; however,
betime.2-Most-of-the new snow melted_____have been lesafaatanata,
on the ( main) roads," Case said. .
However, he said, "Secondaryroads 
"On Monday at 7 p.m. we set an all-
are still snow-covered .
generally over the whole state."
The wet sections began to freeze
again as temperatures fell Friday
night, state police said.
George Asbury, maintenance
director for the state bureau of high-
ways, said that with salting and san-
ding operations during the day. "We
were able to cope with this one pretty
well."
With colder weather, he -said, "it
could be that some of the roads that are
wet will ice over and we will have to
comeback."
But in most of Kentucky, he said,
-most of our main roads, we feel, are in
-pretty good shape, and we feel .
reasonably certain 'we- can KELT 'them
that way during the weekend."
The cold weather earlier this week
produced record electricity demand for
many utility companies, catisifig Mina-
to draw on emergency sources of
power.
Compounding the electric companies'
problems are difficulties in handling
time peak," said Raymond' Wilson,
assistant manager of operations for the
East Kentucky Power Cooperative,
based in Winchester.
From 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. the utility
supplied 861,000 kilowatts of electricity,
about 13 percent more peivir than its
peak of last year.
The co-op has added one new
generator since last year, but even with
its larger capacity ,had to call on U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers hydroelectric
Humphrey
nesol:a-_enriy next-week to lie-in state in
the state -capitol in St. Paul before
burial in Minneapolis.
Gartner, his voice breaking at times,
announced Humphrey's death about an
hour after it occurred. He said Mrs.
Humphrey was composed and was
"accepting this and ... getting along
very well, as are the other members of
coal stockpiles that resemble "chunks the family."
of black ice," said ,David _ Humphrey, who served as vice
Alteinuehle, director of media services
fer the Cincinnati Gas Si Electric Co.,
which serves about 85,030 residents of
northern Kentucky.
"Our biggest _physical problem is
getting the coal oni-a of hoppers,"
reported Robert L Royer, vice
president of operations for the
Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
He said that coal frozen into railroad
cars must be knocked loose by com-
pany workers. Then it can jam con-
veyor systems that feed boilers. And
once in the boilers, moist coal cuts the
efficierttY-of generators.
president under I.yndon Johnson and as
the 1968 Democratic presidential
candidate lost narrowly to Richard
Nixon„ lived only 22 days after
returning home from Washington fot
the holidays. When he arrived on Dec.
22 he talked of returning to the Senate,
but the weakening voice and gaunt face
foretold the approaching end. •
Hamptwey's.eancerous bladder was
removed in October 1976. He entered
the hospital againilast summer', and
surgery Aug. 18 revealed massive
tumor erribedded in his pelvis. Dr. John
Najarian said at the time it was "ter-
LG 8rE has been able to find the extra minal."
• capacity because its normal peat The five-term senator underwent a
demand comes, during Ake.. sununer, series of cancer drug treatments in the
Royer said. - -five months -skier, his surgery. The
The I3-program winter
season will conclude with two
concerts from the Arts Center
in Albany, N. Y., entitled
"Music by Women by
Women." Women from the
center perform works by
several _composers, including -
Nadia Boulanger, Thee  
Musgrave, and Clara Wieck
Schumann.
In addition to the - "NPR
Recital 1k11," NPR producers
this season are also releasing
a collection of short program
segements entitled 'NPR
Studio Recital Hall. Less than
30 minutes long each, the
segments entitled "NPR
Studio Recital Hall. Less than
30 minutes long each, the
segments feature unusual
chamber works recorded in
the studios of international
broadcasting organizations
including Radio Finland and
the Japanese Broadcasting
Corporation.
facilities to make up an energy short-
fall.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
brought in extra power from southern
and southwestern utilities as it felt the
effects of freezing weather.
John L. Lopez, supervisor of power
information for TVA, said the authority
operated with about a quarter of its
normal reserve capacity earlier this
week.
And-TVA curtailed power to its in-
dustrial customers who have contracts
that allow interruptions of electrical
service. But no regular users were
curtailed. Lopez said.
• • • (Continued From Pagel(
drugs, some of them experimental,
were aimed at attacking the cancer
cells and preventing their spread.
But they, also ravaged his body,
leaving only a shell of the man whose
trademark had been boundless energy
and nonstop speech since-16' crashed
onto the national political scene with a
fighting civil rights speech to the
Democratic National Convention in
1948.
The senator's body was removed in a
hearse shortly after midnight.
Minnesota Gov. Rudy Perpich
declared a 30-day period of mourning.
But he refused comment on the posstble
appointment of a successor.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale, a
fellow Minnesotan and protege of
Humphrey, learned of Humphrey's
death as he rode in a motorcade into
Washington from Andrews Air Force
Base on his return from a seven-state
trip to the West.
Blinking begat his tears, Mondale said
Humphrey, who „bad used the label
"politics of joy" for his' 1968
presidential campaign, would have
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